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Dominion Parliament plenary powers of legislation ofThe Do

minion Controverted Elections Act 1874Jurisdiction of Pro

vincial Superior CourtsPower of Dominion Parliament to

alter or add to civil rightsProcedure_British North America

Act secs 18 91 sub-secs 13 14 of sec 92 and secs

101 129Dominion Court

The Dominion Parliament by The Dominion Controverted Elec

tions Act 1874 imposed on the Provincial Superior Courts and

the Judges thereof the duty of trying controverted elections

of members of the House of Commons

After the General Election of 1878 the Respondent fyled an election

petition in the Superior Court for Lower Canada against the

return of the Appellant as the duly elected member for the

electoral district of Montmorency for the House of Commons

The Appellant objected to the jurisdiction of the Court held by

Meredith on the ground that The Dominion Controverted

Elections Act 1874 was ultra vires

Held affirming the judgment of Meredith 1st That The
Dominion Controverted Elections Act 1874 is not ultra vires

of the Dominion Parliament and whether the Act established

Dominion Court or not the Dominion Parliament had perfect

right to give to the Superior Courts of the respective Provinces

and the Judges thereof the power and impose upon them the

duty of trying controverted elections of members of the House

of Commons and did not in utilizing existing judicial officers

PRESENT Ritchie and Fournier llenry Taschereau

and Gwynne Strong though present at the argument

was absent from illness when judgment was delivered
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l87 and established Courts to discharge the duties assigned to them

Vu by that Act in any particular invade the rights of the Local

Legislatures

LANGLOIS That upon the abandonment by the House of Commons of the

jurisdiction exercised over controverted elections without

express legislation thereon the power of dealing therewith

would fall ipso facto within the jurisdiction of the Superior

Courts of the Provinces by virtue of the inherent original juris

diction of such Courts over civil rights

That the Dominion Parliament has the right to interfere with

civil rights when necessary for the purpose of legislating

generally and effectually in relation to matters confided to the

Parliament of Canada

That the exclusive power of legislation given to Provincial

Legislatures by sub-sec 14 of sec 92 Act over procedure

in civil matters7 means procedure in civil matters within the

powers of the Provincial Legislatures

Per Ritchie and Taschereau and Gwynne that The

Dominion Controverted Election Act 1874 established as the

Act of 1873 did as respects elections Dominion Court

APPEAL from judgment rendered by 11eredith

in the Superior Court for Lower Canada District of

Quebec dismissing the preliminary objections of the

Appellant to an election petition brought by the Respon

dent under the Dominion controverted Elections Act

1874 against the return of the Appellant as member

of the House of Commons for the electoral District of

Montmoren cy

The main question which arose on the preliminary

objections and on this appeal was whether the Domin.

ion Parliament could legally impose on the Superior

Court of the Province of Quebec and the Judges thereof

the duty of trying Controverted Elections of members

of the House of Commons

Mr Peiletier for Appellant

The Dominion Controverted Elections Act of 1874 did

not create Dominion tribunal but invested with new
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attributes the Superior Court of the Province of Quebec 1879

and its Judges The federal principle has for its end

to preserve and protect the autonomy of the provinces Li LOIS

and the British Itiorth America Act has enumerated the

rights and duties of every one of them By the 92nd sec

tion of that Act in each province the Legislature has

an unlimited authority and power beyond control to

make laws in relation to the constitution maintenance

and organization of irovincial Courts both of civil and

criminal jurisdiction and including procedure in civil

matters in those courts If so the Federal Parliament

cannot add to take from or extend the jurisdiction of

provincial tribunals All the Judges agree on this

point Wilson in the Niagara case holds that

The Dominion Parliament has not the power to en

large or diminish the jurisdiction of the Provincial

Courts Meredith in this case says do not

question the proposition that under the Act of Con-

federation the Dominion Parliament cannot enlarge

the jurisdiction of the Provincial Courts Stuart

in the case of Belanger Caron says There can

be no doubt that the Dominion Parliament is prohibited

from making laws in relation to any Court of this Pro

vince and in relation to the administration of justice

by it Casault in the case of Guay Bianchet

says To concede to the Federal Parliament the

power to make the Provincial tribunals for federal

objects federal courts is to acknowledge hat it

has the right to determine the questiQns to be liti

gated and the jurisdiction and the manner in which

the Courts are to exercise it

McG1yrd in the Bellechasse case held that the

Parliament of has no power to extend the juris

diction of the Superior Court of the Province of Quebec

29 U.C 268 43
L. 19 Not repote
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1879 Now the Superior Court of the Province of Quebec owes

sTALIN its existence to an Act of the Province of Quebec and

L1uLoIs
its jurisdiction is such as the Code of Procedure estab

lished and is circumscribed by the limits of the

Province There is nothing to show that this Court

ever had before Confederation the power to try an elec

tion petition and under sec 92 No 14 of the British

North America Act the Provincial Legislatures have no

authority to legislate upon the subject of controverted

elections for the House of Commons This power exists

in the Dominion Parliament but if the Dominion Par

liament has no pwer to give to the Superior Court the

jurisdiction of the Circuit or of other Courts on what

principle can they give to such Court whose main

tenance and organization are elusively under the

control of the Provincial Legislature the exclusive

jurisdiction which has always belonged to the House

of Commons of pronouncing upon the validity of the

election of its members Suppose the Provincial Legis

lature had abolished the Superior Court immediaiely

after the passing of this Act would the Superior Court

still be said to exist under this Act tribunal exists

only when its judgments and decisions are invested

with an authority which allows them to compel their

execution The judgment of the Superior Court is not

valid outside of the limits of the Province and unless

this Act extends the jurisdiction of that Court beyond

the territorial limits of the Province the Court is power

less to decree that member has not the right to sit in

the House of Commons submit that the Dominion

Parliament has not the power of extending the juris

diction of Provincial Court and that an election peti

tion against the return of member for the House of

Commons can only be tried by Dominion Court

It is also contended new court was created Where

do we find the elements constituting such Court
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Is it because the Act refers the petitions to the Superior
1879

Court which exists already Is it in the fact that the VALIN

Court is presided over by judge holding no commis-

sion but already appointed to hold the Superior Court

or because the officers directed to act are the officers of

the Superior Court provincial employees over whom
the Federal Government has no control On the con

trary is it not evident that it was not the intention to

create new tribunal as Mr Justice Mc Cord says in

the case of Deslauriers Larue in re The Contro

verted Election of Bellechasse .1 That the Domiaion

Controverted Elections Act 1874 does not intend to create

Dominion Court is apparent from the fact that it re

peals the Controverted Elections Act 1873 which did

create Dominion Court and that instead of substitut

ing other provisions for the same purpose it provides

by section that an election petition shall be tried by

provincial court as if such petition were an ordinary

cause within its jurisdiction From the difference be
tween the two statutes it is evident not only that the

Federal Parliament in passing the later one did not

intend to create an additional court as it had the power
to do under section 101 of the British North America

Act but that it actually intended to not create one

See also Mr Justice Wilsons judgment in the

Niagara case

By the Act of 1873 the Judge as an individual was

charged to try Controverted Elections but the Act

of 1874 says it is the Superior Court which is to try

elections

By section 30 of the Dominion Act the Court is to

report to the Speaker the result of the trial What juris

diction can he exercise to determine as to the right to

seat in parliament held in another Province Then

Not reported 29 288
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1879 we have the 11th and 13th secs of the Act as to fixing

the time and place of trial all of which proves suffi

LANGrIs ciently that it was the intention of the Parliament to

give this Court the additional jurisdiction to try elec

tion petitions.

It is said that under the 4th section special

tribunal has been created from the fact that it is called

Court of Record Supposing that such be the case

that tribunal would be imperfect for the petition

would be presented before the ordinary Superior Court

and in virtue of sections ii and 13 the Superior Court

only could fix the trial This section moreover is only

the reproduction of sec 29 of 31 and 32 125 and

it was never contended there that these words had

made new oi distinct tribunal of the Court of Com
mon Pleas It is the special Court which the Judge

presides over during the trial which section 48 consti

tutes Court of Record The Courts to which Parlia

ment has referred the Controverted Elections are still

Provincial Courts The provisions of this section have

not deprived them of their character

See Judge casaults judgment on this point in Guay

Blanchet

Appellant further contends that the contestation of

an election does not constitute civil right and form

de piano part of the jurisdiction of the civil courts of

the Province of Quebec and does not involve any civil

plea cause or matter or any right remedy or action of

civil nature such as contemplated by the laws from

which the Superior Courts and the Judges thereof

derive their jurisdiction

It is political right which the Respondent is pray

ing the Court to have enforced viz that the Appellant

be declared by the Court to be the legal representa

.5 49
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tive of the electors of the constituency of Montmorencq S79

This surely is not civil but political matter

The learned counsel referred to the judgments of Mc-
LANGLOIS

Cord in the Bellecliasse case not reported and of

Casault in the Levi.c case and commented at

length on the cases therein cited in support of this

branch of his argument concluded by contending

that even if the Superior Courts had power to decide

controverted elections on account of their original juris

diction that power would be in latent state since

the Dominion Parliament cannot frame rules of proce

dure for Provincial Courts

Mr Langlois the Respondent

The first case will rely upon is the case of Bruneau

Massue In that case Dorion said that the

Judges as citizen were bound to performall the duties

which are imposed upon them by either the Dominion

or the Local Legislature provided neither Legislature

had exceeded the limitsof its legislative power con

tend that the only answer Judges can give to Parlia

ment is that all their time is taken up in the discharge

of the administration of justice and they are unable to

execute their laws but they cant say to parliament

you have no right to call upon us to carry out your

laws But when as in this case the Judge says

voluntarily execute powers given to me by an authority

who has exclusive legislative power over the subject

matter cannot see how it can be expected that this

Court will say this Judge wants to exercise power

he has no right to exercise

As to the first objection that the Controverted Elec

tions Act of 1874 does not create Dominion Court

admit that it does not specifically say that the Superior

43 Jur 60
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1879 Court will be Dominion Court but indirectly such

VAL1N Court has becn created under sec 48 It is true it is

LANGEOlS
the only section which says it is Court of Record but

that is sufficient It cannot be denied that the Do
minion Parliament had the right to say that certain

persons should perform the duties of trying election

petitions Now this is all that has been done for it is

easy to ascertain who are the Judges of the Superior

Courts and if so they are empowered to act by this

Statute and they can do so constitutionally As

to the Dominion Parliament having no authority to

enlarge the jurisdiction of Provincial Courts contend

that giving to these judges the right to try election peti

tions does not enlarge their jurisdiction The fact of

Judge of Court exercising judicial powers in virtue of

Statute which the legislative body had power to pass

does not enlarge the jurisdiction of that Court If so

any legislation on insolvency and other matters exclu

sively under the control of the Dominion Parliament

would be enlarging the jurisdiction of the Courts who

are bound to administer the laws of the Dominion Par

liÆment as well as the laws of the Provincial Legisla

tures

Whether you call petitioning against the return of

member exerciing political or civil right it is imma

terial The only distinction in law matters is between

civil and criminal matters There is no political matter

in law as distinguished from civil or criminal matters

The last objection is that which has reference to the

jurisdiction of the Dominion Parliament over procedure

submit that if the Dominion Parliament has the right

to legislate who shall try election petitions the pro

cedure must follow the whole subject The exclusive

power of the Prcvincial Legislatures as to the regula

tion of procedure can only extend to matters over which

they have exclusive authority viz over civil matters
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and certainly not matters over which the Dominion J879

Parliament has exclusive legislative power such as

procedure in regard to insolvency LANG IS

It was also said that certain sections of the Act show

that the duties assigned are to be performed by the

Court and not by the Judge The answer to this objec

tion is to be found in sec of the Act which declares

that the expression the Court means any one of the

Judges of the Court and it may be well to remark that

all the duties imposed may be discharged by one single

Judge The election cases of Montreal Centre and

of Argenteuil were also relied upon

THE CHIEF JUSTICE

This is an appeal fiom the judgment of Mr Chief

Justice Meredith dismissing the preliminary objections

of the Appellant and declaring The Dominion Con

troverted Elections Act i74 to be not ultra vires of

the Dominion Parliament and the correctness of this

determination is the only question now in controversy

This if not the most important is one of the most

important questions that can come before this court

inasmuch as it involves in an eminent degree the re

spective legislative rights and powers of the Dominion

Parliament and the Local Legislatures and its logical

conclusion and effect must extend far beyond the

question now at issue In view of the great diversity

of judicial opinion that has characterized the decisions

of the provincial tribunals in some provinces and the

judges in all while it would seem to justify the wisdom

of the Dominion Parliament in providing for the estab

lishment of Court of Appeal such as this where such

diversity shall be considered and an authoritative de

claration of the law be enunciated so it enhances the

20 Jur 77 20 Jur 88
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1879
responsibility of those called on in the midst of such

VALIN conflict of opinion to declare authoritatively the

LANGLOIS
principles by which both Federal and local legislation

are governed

Previously to Confederationthe Governor or Lieuten

ant-Governor Council and Assembly in the respective

Provinces of Canada Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

formed legislative body of the Province subordinate

indeed to the Parliament of the Mother Country and

subject to its control but with this restriction having

the same power to make laws binding within the Pro

vince that the Imperial Parliament has in the Mother

Country and the propriety and
iiecessity of such

enactments were within the competency of the Legisla

ture alone to determine As the House of Commons in

England exercised sole jurisdiction over all matters

connected with controverted elections except so far as

they may have restrained themselves by statutory

restrictions the several Houses of Assembly always

claimed and exercised in like manner the exclusive

right to deal with and be the sole judges of election

matters unless restrained in like manner and this claim

or the exercise of it have never hear disputed on

the contrary it is expressly recognized as existing in

the Legislative Assemblies by the Privy Council in

Theberge vs Landry When the Provinces of

Canada Nova Scotia and New Brunswick sought to be

federally united into one Dominion under the Crown

of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland with constitution similar in principles

to that of the United Kingdom it became abso

lutely necessary that there should be dis

tribution of legislative powers and so we find the

exclusive powers of the Provincial Legislatures very

App Cas 1O2
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specially limited and defined while legislative atithor- 1879

ity is given to the Parliament of Canada to make laws VALN

for the peace order and good government of Canada LNoIs
in relation to all matters not coming within the classes

of subjects by the act assigned exc1usvely to the Legis

latures of the Provinces and for greater certainty but

not so as to restrict the generality of the foregoing

terms it is declared that notwithstanding anything in

the act the exclusive legislative authority of the Jom
inion of Canada shall extend to all matters coming

within the classes of subjects next thereinafter enum

erated It will be observed that of the classes of

subjects thus enumerated either in respect to the powers

of the Provincial Legislatures or those of the Parlia

ment of Canada there is not the slightest allusion

direct or indirect to the rights and privileges of Parlia

ment or of the Local Legislatures or to the election of

Members of Parliament or of the Houses of Assembly
or the trial of controverted elections or proceedings

incident thereto The reason of this is very easily

found in the Statute and is simply that before these

specific powers of legislation were conferred on Parlia

ment and on the Local Legislatures all matters con

nected with the constitution of Parliament and the

Provincial Constitutions had been duly provided for

separate and distinct from the distribution of legislative

powers and of course over-riding the powers so dis

tributed for until Parliament and the Local Legislatures

were duly constitutedno legislative powers ifconferred

could be exercised

Thus we find that immediately after declaring that

there shall be one Parliament of Canada consisting of

the Queen Senate and the House of Commons the

Imperial Act provides for the privileges of those Houses

in these terms

The privileges immunities and powers to be held enjoyed and
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1879 exercised by the Senate and by the House of Commons and by the

VLIN
Members thereof respectively shall be such as are from time to time

defined by the Act of the Parliament of Canada but so that the

LANGLOIS same shall never exceed those at the passing of this Act held enjoy-

ed and exercised by the Commons House of Parliament of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and by the Members

thereof

And after declaring what the constitution of the

House of Commons shall be and defining the electoral

districts of the four Provinces it makes provision for

the continuance of existing election laws until Par

liament of Canada otherwise provides in these

words

Until the Parliament of Canada otherwise provides alljaws in

force in the several Provinces at the Union relative to the following

matters or any of them namely The qualifications and disquali

fications of persons to be elected or to sit or vote as Members of the

House of Assembly or Legislative Assembly in the several Provinces

the voters at elections of such Members the oaths to be taken by

voters the Returning Officers their powers and duties the proceed

ings at elections the periods during which the elections may be

continued the trial of controverted elections and proceedings inci

dent thereto the vacating of seats of Members and the execution

of new writs in case of seats vacated otherwise than by dissolution

shall respectively apply to elections of Members to serve in the

House of Commons for the same several Provinces

And by the 31 Vic Cap 23 it is enacted that

The Senate and the- House of Commons respectively and the

Members thereof respectively shall hold enjoy and exercise

such and the like privileges immunities and powers as at the

time of the passing of the British North America Act 1867

were held enjoyed and exercised by the Commons House of Parlia

ment of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and by

the Members thereof so far as the same are consistent with and not

repugnant to the said Act such privileges shall be deemed part

of the General and Public Law of Canada and it shall not be neces

sary to plead the same but the same shall in all courts in Canada

and by and before all judges be taken notice of judicially

In England as is well known before 1770 contro

B.N.A Act sec 41
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verted elections were tried and determined by the 1879

whole House of Commons or for time by special 2N
committees and by committees of privileges and elec-

LANGL0Is

tions This was succeeded by the Grenville Act the

principle of which was to select committees for the

trial of election petitions by lot This Act in 1773

was made perpetual but not without the expression of

very strong opinions against the limitations imposed by

it upon the privileges of Parliament

In 1839 an act passed Sir Robert Peels Act estab

lishing new system upon different principles and it

was not till 1868 after Confederation that the jurisdic

tion of the House of Commons in the trial of contro

verted elections was transferred by statute to the courts

of law Very much the same course of procedure

up to and after the time of Confederation prevailed in

some if not all of the Provinces

But in 1873 the Dominion Parliament passed an Act

to make better provision respecting election petitions

and matters relating to controverted elections and

Members of the House of Commons and established

Election Courts the judges of which Were to be judges

of Supreme or Superior Courts of the Provinces pro

vided the Lieutenant Governors of the Provinces res

pectively should by order made by and with the

advice and consent of the Executive Council thereof

have authorized and required such judges to perform

the duties thereby assigned to them the intervention

of the Legislature not being required or apparently

deemed necessary This Act was repealed by the 37

Vic cap 10 An Act to make better provision for the

trial of Controverted Elections of Members of the

House of Commons and respecting matters connected

therewith This last Act it is now contended is ultra

vire The constitutionality of the Act of 1873 though

17 Pait Hist 1071 Ld Campbells Chrs Vol 98
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1879 questioned as understand by one judge in Quebec is

VALIN believe admitted by all those who now think the Act

of 1874 ultra vires to have been intra vires of the Do
LANGLOIS

minion Parliament

In determining this question of ultra vires too little

consideration has think been given to the constitu

tion of the Dominion by which the legislative power

of the Local Assemblies is limited and confined to the

subjects specifically assigned to them while all other

legislative powers including what is specially assigned

to the Dominion Parliament is conferred on that Par

liament differing in this respect entirely from the

constitution of the United States of America under

which the State Legislatures retained all the powers of

legislation which were not expressly taken away
This distinction in my opinion renders inapplicable

those American authorities which appear to have had

so much weight with some of the learned judges who

have discussed this question And as consequence

too much importance has humbly think been at

tached to section 101 which provides for the establish

ment of any additional courts for the better adminis

tration of the laws of Canada and to sub-sections 13

and 14 of section 92 which vest in the Provincial

Legislatures the exclusive powers as to property and

civil rights in the Provinces and the administration

of justice in the Provinces including the constitution

maintenance and organization of Provincial Courts

both of civil and of criminal jurisdiction and includ

ing procedure in civil matters in those courts

The establishment of additional courts for the better

administration of the laws of Canada was primarily

think intended to apply when deemed necessary

and expedient rather to the general laws of the Domin

ion than to matters connected with the privileges

immunities and powers of the Senate and House of
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Commons though of course those might incidentally 1879

if so provided come within the jurisdiction of such

tribunals that the property and civil rights referred to
LANULOIS

were not all property and all civil rights but that the

terms property and civil rights must necessarily be

read in restricted and limited sense because many mat

ters involving property and civil rights are expressly

reserved to the Dominion Parliament of which the first

two items in the enumeration of the classes of subjects

to which the exclusive legislation of the Parliament of

Canada extends are illustrations viz The public

debt and property The regulation of trade and

commerce to say nothing of beacons buoys light

houses navigation and shipping bills of

exchange and promissory notes and many others

directly affecting property and civil rights that neither

this nor the right to organize Provincial Courts

by the Provincial Legislatures was intended in any

way to interfere with or give to such Provincial

Legislatures any right to restrict or limit the

powers in other parts of the Statute conferred

on the Dominion Parliament that the right to

direct the procedure in civil matters in those courts

had reference to the procedure in matters over which

the Provincial Legislature had power to give those

Courts jurisdiction and did not in any way interfere

with or restrict the right and power of the Dominion

Parliament to direct the mode of procedure to be adopted

in cases over which it has jurisdiction and where it

was exclusively authorized and empowered to deal

with the subject matter or take from the existing

courts the duty of administering the laws of the land

and that the power of the Local Legislatures was to be

subject to the general and special legislative powers of

the Dominion Parliament But while the legislative

rights of the Local Legislatures are in this sense subor
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1879 dinate to the right of the Dominion Parliament think

VALIN such latter right must be exercised so far as may be

LANGLOIS
consistently with the right of the Local Legislatures

and therefore the Dominion Parliament would only

have the right to interfere with property or civil rights

in so far as such interference may be necessary for the

purpose of legislating generally and effectually in

relation to matters confided to the Parliament of

Canada

It is think to section 91 in reference to the legis

lative authority of the Parliament of Canada and to

sections and 41 conferring privileges on the Senate

and House of Commons and legislative power over the

trial of controverted elections and proceedings incident

thereto that we must look to ascertain whether the

Parliament of the Dominion in enacting the 37 Vic

cap 10 exceeded its powers because think all the

other sections conferring legislative powers must be

read as subordinate thereto and because cannot dis

cover that any of the other provisions apply or were

intended to apply to the particular subject matter thus

legislated on and which think it was intended

should be alone dealt with by the Dominion Parliament

in any manner it might deem most expedient for the

peace order and good government of Canada think

that the British North America Act vests in the Dom
inion Parliament plenary power of legislation in no

way limited or circumscribed and as large and of the

same nature and extent as the Parliament of Great

Britain by whom the power to legislate was conferred

itself had The Parliament of Great Britain clearly in

tended to divest itself of all legislative power over this

subject matter and it is equally clear that what it so

divested itself of it conferred wholly and exclusively on

the Parliament of the Dominion

The Parliament of Great Britain with reference to
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the power and privileges of the Parliament of the Do- 1879

minion of Canada and with reference to the trial of

controverted elections has made the Parliament of the
LNGLoIs

Dominion an independent and supreme Parliament and

given to it power to legislate on those subjects in like

manner as the Parliament of England could itself legis

late on them It is constitutional grant of privileges

and powers which cannot be restricted or taken away

except by the authority which conferred it and any

power given to the Local Legislatures must be subor

dinate thereto

The case of the Queen vs Burah enunciates

principle very applicable to this case The marginal

note is

Where plenary powers of legislation exist as to particular subjects

whether in an Imperial or in Provincial Legislature they may be

well exercised either absolutely or conditionally in the latter case

leaving to the discretion of some external authority the time and

manner of carrying its legislation into effect as also the area over

which it is to extend

And Lord Selborne delivering the judgment of the

Privy Council said

But their Lordships are of opinion that the doctrine of the majority

of the court is erroneous and that it rests upon mistaken view of

the powers
of the Indian Legislature and indeed of the nature and

principles of legislation The Indian Legislature has powers expressly

limited by the act of the Imperial Parliament which created it and

it can of course do nothing beyond the limits which circumscribe

those powers But when acting within those limits it is not in any

sense an agent or delegate of the Imperial Parliament but has and

was intended to have plenary powers of 1egislation as large and of

the same nature as those of Parliament itself The established

Courts of Justice when question arises whether the prescribed

limits have been exceeded must of necessity determine that question

and the only way in which they can properly do so is by looking to

the terms of the instrument by which affirmatively the legislative

powers were created and by which negatively they are restricted

If what has been done in legislation is within the general scope of the

L.R App cases 904
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1879 affirmative words which give the power and if it violates no express

VAr IN

condition or restriction by which that power is limited in which

category would of course be included any Act of the Imperial

LANGLOIS Parliament at variance with it it is not for any Court of Justice to

inquire further or to enlarge constructively those conditions and

restrictions

Whether therefore the ct of 1874 established

Dominion Election Court or not think the Parliament

of the Dominion in legislating on this matter on which

they alone in the Dominion could legislate had

perfect right if in its wisdom it deemed it expedient

so to do to confer on the Provincial Courts power and

authority to deal with the sub.ject matter as Parliament

should enact that the legislation being within the

legislative power conferred on them by the Imperial

Parliament their enactments in reference thereto became

the law of the land which the Queens Courts were

bound to administer

am at loss to discover how the conferring of this

jurisdiction on the Judges of the Supreme and Superior

Courts and on those Courts in any way interferes with

or affects directly or indirectly the autonomy of the

Provinces or the right of the Local Legislatures to deal

with such property and civil rights in the Provinces

and the administration of justice in the Provinces

including the constitution maintenance and organiza

tion of Provincial Courts both of civil and criminal juris

diction and including procedure in such civil matters

in those courts as the Local Legislatures have right to

deal with reading of course those matters so to be

dealt with as subject and subordinate to the superior

powers and authority of the Dominion Parliament over

all subjects not assigned exclusively to the Legislatures

of the Provinces of which subjects pre-eminently

prominent as beyond the jurisdiction or control of the

Local Legislatures stand the privileges immunities

and powers to be held enjoyed and exercised by the
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Senate and by the House of Commons and by the 1879

Members thereof respectively and all rights connected

with the qualifications and disqualifications of persons LANULOIS
to sit or vote as Members of the House of Commons
the voters at the election of such Membcrs the Return

ing Officers the proceedings at elections and the trial

of controverted elections and all proceedings incident

thereto

Transferring this new and tl4is peculiar jurisdiction

vested in the House of Commons to the Supreme and

Superior Courts in other words substituting those

courts in place of the House of Commons in relation to

these matters with which the Local Legislatures have

nothing whatever to do can in no way that can

perceive militate against or derogate from the right of

the Local Legislatures to make laws in relation to all

subjects or matters exclusively reserved to them Nor

can discover that in so substituting the Judges of the

Supreme and Superior Courts the Parliament of the

Dominion has in any way transcended its legislative

powers These courts are surely bound to execute all

laws in force in the Dominion whether they are enacted

by the Parliament of the Dominion or by the Local

Legislatures respectively They are not mere local

courts for the administration of the local laws passed

by the Local Legislatures of the Provinces in which

they are organized They are the courts which were
the established courts of the respective Provinces

before Confederation existed at Confederation and

were continued with all laws in force as if the

union had not been made by the 129th sec of the

British North America Act and subject as therein

expressly provided to be repealed abolished or altered

by the Parliament of Ganada or by the Legislatures of

the respective Provinces according to the authority of

the Parliament or of that Legislatureunder this Act
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1879 They are the Queens Courts bound to take cognizance

VALIN of and execute all laws whether enacted by the Porn

iæion Parliament or the Local Legislatures provided
LAMLOIS

always such laws are within the scope of their respec

tive legislative powers

If it is ultra vires for the Dominion Parliament to give

these courts jurisdiction over this matter which is

peculiarly subject to the legislative power of the

Dominion Parliament mu$t not the same principle

apply to all matters which are in like manner exclu

sively within the legislative power of the Dominion

Parliament and if so would it not follow that in no

such case could the Dominion Parliament invoke the

powers of these courts to carry out their enactments in

the manner they having the legislative right to do

so may think it just and expedient to prescribe If so

would it not leave the legislation of the Dominion

dead lettter till Parliament should establish courts

throughout the Dominion for the special administration

of the laws enacted by the Parliament of Canada state

of things will enture to assume never contemplated

by the framers of the British North America Act and an

idea to which humbly think the Act gives no coun

tenance on the contrary the very section authorizing

the establishment by Parliament of such courts speaks

only of them as additional courts for the better

administration of the laws of Canada It cannot

think be supposed for moment that the

Imperial Parliament contemplated that until an

Appellate Court or such additional courts were estab

lished all or any of the laws of Canada enacted by the

Parliament of Canada in relation to matters exclusiely

confided to that Parliamet were to remain unadmin

istered for want of any tribunals in theDominion com

petent to take cognizance of them

Whether then this Act is to be treated as declaring
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the courts named Dominion Election Courts or whether 1879

it is to be treated as merely conferring on particular

courts already organized anew and peculiar jurisdiction IANOIS

is matter to my mind of no great importance as

think while they have clearly the power of establish

ing new Dominion Court they have likewise the

power when legislating within their jurisdiction to

require the established courts of the respective Pro

vinces and the judges thereof who are appointed by

the Dominion paid out of the treasury of the

Dominion and removeable only by address of the

House of Commons and Senate of the Parliament of

the Dominion to enforce their legislation

If the Dominion Parliament cannot pass this Act

this startling anomaly would be produced that though

with respect to the rights and privileges of Parliament

the Dominion of Canada are invested with the same

powers as at the passing of the Act pertained to the

Parliament of Great Britain and though exclusive

jurisdiction over and the exclusive right to provide for

the trial of controverted elections is specially conferred

on the Dominion Parliament and though the constitu

tion of the Dominion is to be similar to that of Great

Britain there are in connection with these privileges

and these elections matters with which there is no

legislative power in the .country to deal for it is very

clear that as there is no pretence for saying that the Local

Legislatures have any legislative power or authority

over the subje1ct-matters dealt with by the Act so

nothing the Local Legislatures might say or do could

affect the question and therefore however desirable it

might be universally admitted that just such tribunal

for settling these questions should be established in the

very terms of this Act the Dominion would be in this

extraordinary position that no legislation in the Do
minion could accomplish it for the simple reason that
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1879 if legislated on as has been done by the Dominion Par

IN liament the legislation would be ultra vies any

LANGLoIs legislation by the Local Legislatures would if possible

be even more objectionable they not having shadow

of right to interfere with the rights and privileges of

Parliament or the election of Members to serve therein

or to establish any tribunal whatever to deal with or

affect either as the whole and sole legislative power to

intermeddle or deal with such rights and with elections

and controverted elections is conferred on and vested

in the Dominion Parliament alone

To hold that no new jurisdiction or mode of pro.

cedure can be imposed on the Provincial Courts by the

Dominion Parliament in its legislation on subjects

exclusively within its legislative power is to neutralize

if not to destroy that power andto paralyze the legisla

tion of Parliament The Statutes of Parliament from its

first session to the last show that such an idea has never

been entertained by those who took the most active part

in the establishment of Confederationand who had most

to do with framing the British North America Act the

large majority of whom sat in the first Parliament

reference to that legislation will also show what seri

ous effect and what unreasonable consequences would

flow from its adoption

There is scarcely an Act relating to any of the great

public interests of the country which have been legis

lated on since Confederation that must not in part be

held ultra vires if this doctrine is well founded for in

almost all these Acts provisions are to be found not

only vesting jurisdiction in the Provincial Courts but

also regulating in many instances and particulars the

procedure in such matters in those courts as refer

ence to number shall cite will abundantly show
In the first session of the Dominion Parliament in

the Act respecting Customs 81 Vic cap by sec
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100 all penalties and forfeitures relating to the Cus- 1879

toms or to Trade and Navigation unless other provision vT
be made for the recovery thereof are to be sued for by

LANGLOIS

the Attorney-General or in the name or names of some

officer of Customs or other person thereunto authorized

by the Governor-in-Council and if the prosecution be

brought before anyCounty Court or Circuit Coirtit shall

be heard and determined in summary manner upon

information filed in such court And by other sections

special provisions are made for the mode of procedure

in reference to cases of this description as also for the

protection of the officers entirely different from the

procedure in ordinary civil cases

So also by the Act respecting the Inland Revenue

81 Vic cap provisions are made for the protection

of the officers of the Inland Revenue whereby the

proceedings in the Provincial Courts are restrained and

regulated And by 31 Vic 10 for regulating the

Postal Service the enactments of the Acts respecting

Customs more especially for the protection of officers

are extended and applied to officers employed in the

Post Office

And in the Public Works Act 31 Vie cap

12 sec 48 all costs in awards made by the arbjtrators

under that Act where the award is in favor of the

claimant shall be taxed by the proper officer of the

Court of Queens Bench Supreme Court or Common

Pleas in the Provinces of Oitario Nova Scotia and

New Brunswick and in Quebec by Judge of the

Superior Court

So by the 31st Vie cap 15 sec of the Act to pre

vent unlawful training to the use of arms provision is

made for the protection of Justices and others acting

under this Act which regulates in very special

manner .the procedure in all courts where such actions

may be brought
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i879 So by the 31st Vic cap 17 an Act forthe settlement

of the affairs of the Bank of Upper Canada authority

LANGLO1S
was given to theCourt of Chancery or Judge thereof

to make orders and directions with reference to the

trust therein referred to

So by the 31st Vic cap 23 an Act to define the

privileges of the Senate and House of Commons

and to give necessary protection to persons employed

in the publication of parliamentary papers provision

is made on certificate of Speaker of either House for the

immediate stay of and putting final end to all civil

or criminal proceedings in any court in Canada

So under the Trade Mark and Designs Act 1868 in

case any person not being the lawful proprietor of

design be registered as proprietor thereof the rightful

owner is authorized to institute an action in the

Superior Court in Quebec in the Court of Queens

Bench in Ontario and in the Supreme Courts of Nova

Scotia and New Brunswick and the course of procedure

is pointed out and specially regulated

So under 3llTic cap 61 respecting fishing by foreign

vessels special provisions are made for the protection of

officers by regulating the issuing of writs and other-

wise regulating the proceedings in informations and

suits brought under the Act

So with respect to the Act relating to aliens and

naturalization 31 Vic cap 66 duties are imposed on

the Judges of any Court of Record in Canada and on

the Provincial Courts therein named as to admitting

and confirming aliens in all the rights and privileges of

British birth and directingthe mode of procedure in

such cases

So by the Railway Act 1868 31 Vic cap 68 sec 15

the duty of appointing arbitrators is imposed on Judge

of one of the Superior Courts in the Province in which

the place giving rise to the disagreement is situated
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So also by sub-section 13 as to ordering notices and 1879

by sec 15 as to appointing sworn surveyors 19 as to VALIN

taxing costs 22 appointing on death of arbitrator IANoIs

another 24 and 25 vesting in Judge the summary

power of determining the validity of any cause of dis

qualification urged against arbitrator 27 aiid 28 power

to Judge to issue warrant to Sheriff to put company in

possession of land under award or agreement and in

many other matters in said Act quite distinct from the

jurisdiction and procedure in ordinary civil cases

32 and 33 Vie cap 11 patents for inventions Pro

vision is made for actions for infringement and im

peachment of patent and for power of courts and

procedure and pleading in such eases

And notably with respect to insolvency by the first

Insolvent Act 1869 and Act in amendment thereof of

1870 sum maryjurisdiction is given to judges and courts

and appeals to judges and from judges to courts and

Provincial Courts are clothed with powers and modes of

procedure are given them which the Local Legislatures

could have no right to confer as they have no right to

legislate on the subject matter Of insolvency And in

Ontario the judges of the Superior Courts of Common Law

and of the Court of Chancery or any five of them of

whom the Chief Justice of Ontario or the Chancellor or

the Chief Justice of the Common Pleas shall be one are

required to make and settle such forms rules and regu

lations as shall be followed in the proceedings in

Chancery And in Nova Scotia an entirely new juris

diction is given in insolvency to the Probate Courts or

judges of probate which they never in any way before

possessed

And as to banks and banking 34 Vie cap juris

diction in summary manner is given to the Superior

Courts of Law and Equity to adjudicate as to the parties
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1879 legally entitled to shares and the mode of procedure is

VALiN there pointed out

LANGLOIS
And as to the Public Lands of the Dominion 35

Vic cap 23 summary remedy is given to judge of

any court having competent jurisdiction in cases res

pecting real estate to grant an order which shall have

the force of writ of Hab Pac Pos upon proof to his

satisfaction that land forfeited should properly revert to

the Crown to deliver up the same and the mode

of procedure is provided by the Act

37 Vic cap 45 Inspection of Staple Articles as to

actions br suits against any person for anything done

in pursuance of this Act limitations and restrictions

are imposed and directions given as to procedure before

and at trial and on giving judgment

do not of course put forward this legislation as in

itself in any way determining or even as confirmatory

of the right of the Dominion Parliament so to legislate

for it is too clear that if they do not possess the legis

lative power neither the exercise nor the continued

exercise of power not belonging to them could confer

it or make their legislation binding But put forward

these Acts as illustrative of the powerlessness or

perhaps should rather say helplessness of the -Dom

inion Parliament if they have not the right to legis

late without control in the most full and ample manner

over all matters specially or generally confided to

them by the Imperial Parliament and over which all

must admit they have sole control without being met

by so effectual an obstruction in giving effect to such

legislation as by closing the Queens Courts against

the administration of laws so enacted by and under the

authority of the Parliament of Great Britain by virtue

of which the Dominion and Provincial constitutions

now exist and also as illustrative of the utter wantin

the Dominion if the Dominion Parliament does not
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possess it of any legislative power to meet emergencies
1879

requiring legislative control in matters so unequivocally

affecting the peace good order and government of

Canada so clearly taken from the Provincial Assemblies

and confided to the Parliament and Government of

Canada

But have had no great difficulty in arriving at the

conclusion that this Act sibstantially establishes as the

Act of 1873 did as respects elections Dominion Court

though it utilizes for that purpose the Provincial Courts

and their Judges In considering the British North

America Act in the view just presented as also the

Dominion Act on the point to be now discussed the

following extract from the judgment of Turner

in Hawkins vs Gathercole may not be inapplicable

here He says

But in construing Acts of Parliament the words which are used

are not alone to be regarded regard must also be had to the intent

and meaning of the legislature The rule on this subject is well

expressed in the case of Stradling vs Morgan in Plowdens Reports

in which case it is said at page 204 The judges of the law in all

times past have so far pursued the intent of the makers of statutes

that they have expounded Acts which were general in words to be

but particular where the intent was particular And after referring

to several cases the report contains the following remarkable pass

age at page 205 From which cases it
appears

that the sages of

the law heretofore have construed statutes quite contrary to the

letter in some appearance and those statutes which comprehend

all things in the letter they have expounded to extend but to some

things and those which generally prohibit all people from doing

such an act they have interpreted to permit some people to do it

and those which include every person in the letter they have

adjudged to reach to some persons only which expositions have

always been founded upon the intent of the legislature which they

have collected sometimes by considering the cause and necessity of

making the Act sometimes by comparing one part of the Act with

another and sometimes by foreign circumstances So that they

have ever been guided by the intent of the legislature which they

DeG at 20
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1879 have always taken according to the necessity of the mutter and

according to that which is consonant to reason and good discretion

The samc doctrine is to be found in Eyston vs Sludd and the

LANGLOIS note appended to it also in Plowden and many othercases The

passages to which have referred have selected as containing the

best summary with which am acquainted of the law upon this sub

ject In determining the question before us we have therefore to

consider not merely the words of the Act of Parliament but the

intent of the Legislature to be collected from the cause and necessity

of the Act being made from comparison of its several parts and

from foreign meaning and extraneous circumstances so far as they

can justly be considered to throw light upOn the subject

In seeking to discover the intention of the Dominion

Parliament if Parliament had no power to add to the

jurisdiction of Provincial Court or in any way
interfere with its procedure one is struck at the

outset with the strong if not irresistible inference

that this raises that the intentions of Parliament must

have been to establish an independent tribunal in the

nature of Dominion Court and not to add to the juris

diction or affect the procedure of Provincial Courts

because it must think be assumed that Parliament

intended to do what they have right to do to legis

late legally and effectively rather than that they in

tended to do what they had no right to do and which

if they did do must necessarily be void and of no effect

and having established Court by the Act of 1873

which it seems to be admitted is intra vires is it rea

sonable to suppose that Parliament would repeal

valid enactment and for the accomplishment of sub

stantially the same object substitute in its place law

beyond their powers to enact and which therefore

could be nothing but dead letter on the Statute Book

But as for the reasons have stated think even if

distinct and independent court is not created the Act

is not beyond the power of Parliament cannot invoke

Pp 459 465
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this inference as it appears to me rthose holding the 1879

contrary opinion might and should do

But independent of all this the Act seems to contain
LANGL0I5

within itself everything necessary to constitute court

The jurisdiction is special and peculiar distinct from

and independent of any poweror authority with which

any of the courts or the judges referred to in it were

previously clothed The act conferring this jurisdiction

provides all necessary materials for the full and com

plete exercise of such jurisdiction in very special

manner wholly independent of and distinct from and

at variance with the exercise of the ordinary jurisdic

tion and procedure of the courts

The rights which are to be determined through the

instrumentality of this new jurisdiction are political

rather than civil rights within the usual meaning of

that term or within the meaning of that term as used

in the British North America Act which as have said

applies in myopinion to mere limited civil rights and

thus we find them treated in the case of Theberge vs

Landrylwhich was an application to the PrivyCouncil

for special leave to appeal from the decision of the Su

perior Court of Quebec under the Controverted Election

Act 1875 declaring an election void which was

refused

The Lord Chancellor in that case speaks of the Quebec

Controverted Election Acts thus

These two Acts of Parliament the Acts of 187275 are Acts peculiar

in their character They are not acts constituting or providing for the

decision of mere ordinary civil rights they are acts creating an en

tirely new and up to that time unknown jurisdiction in particular

court of the colony for the purpose
of taking oLit with its own con

sent of the Legislative Assembly and vesting in that court that

very peculiar jurisdiction which up to that time had existed in the

Legislative Assemblyof deciding election petitions and determining

th status of those who claimed to be Members of the Legislative

App cas 102
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1879 Assembly jurisdiction of that kind is extremely special and one

VALIN
of the obvious incidents or consequences of such jurisdiction must

be that the jurisdiction by whomsoever it is to be exercised should

LANGLOIS be exercised in way that should as soon as possible become conclu

sive and enable the constitution of the Legislative Assembly to be

distinctly and speedily known

Now the subject matter as has been said of the legislation is ex

tremely peculiar It concerns the rights and the privileges of the

electors and of the Legislative Assembly to which they elect Mem
bers Those rights and privileges have always in every colony fol

lowing the example of the Mother Country been jealouslymaintained

and guarded by the Legislative Assembly above all they have been

looked upon as rights and privileges which pertain to the Legislative

Assembly in complete independence of the Crown so far as they

properly exist and it would be result somewhat surprising and

hardly in consonance with the general scheme of the legislation if

with regard to rights and privileges of this kind it were to be found

that in the last resort the determination of them no longer belonged

to the Legislative Assembly no longer belonged to the Superior

Court which the Legislative Assembly had put in its place but

belonged to the Crown in Council with the advice of the advisers

of the Crown at honie to be determined without reference either to

the judgment of the Legislative Assembly or of that court which the

Legislative Assembly had substituted in its place

The object of the Act of 1873 and that of 1874 was the

same the recitals in both are precisely alike and the

provisions are in many respects substantially the same

That object was to establish and substitute entirely

new tribunals for the trial of Election Petitions in lieu

of the committees theretofore dealing with such

matters and both Acts alike contained all provisions

necessary not only to give such new tribunals full juris

diction but also all necessary and suitable provisions

to enable them and the judges thereof effectually to

exercise such jurisdiction not only with reference to

the principles but also to the rules and practice by
which they should be governed and act in dealing

with election petitions The object of the two Acts being
then precisely the same the accomplishment of the

desired result being by instrumentalities substantially
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much the same if as understand it is generally con- 1879

ceded by those that hold the Act of 1874 ultra vires VALIN

that the Act of 1873 established an independent Do- NOIS
minion Court and was within the power of the Do-

minion Parliament am somewhat at loss to under

stand how it can be said that the tribunals established

by the Act of 1874 are not equally within the power of

the Dominion Parliament

The judges cannot sit in controverted election matters

under the general jurisdiction of their respective courts

for those courts have no jurisdiction in such cases and

therefore in discharging the duties imposed by this

Act they do not and cannot do so as judges of the

respective courts to which they belong but they act as

Election Judges appointed by and under the Act out

side of and distinct from the jurisdiction they exercise

in their respective Provincial Courts which is left un

touched by this Act

Without relying too much on the Statute of 1873

which though repealed statute being in pan materii2

with that of 1874 might properly be referred to for

the purpose of construing the latter think

careful and critical examination of the Act of 1874

will exhibit an evident intention that as the first did

so does the last establish an independent Dominion

Election Court

This is more especially noticeable with reference to

the enactments under the headings interpretation

See Exparte Gopelanci King Loxdale thus lays down

De 920 where Lord the rules Where there are

Justice Knight Bruce says different statutes inpari rnaterid

Although it has been repealed though made at different times

still upon question of con- or even expired and not referr

struction arising upon subse- ing to each other they shall be

quent statute on the same branch taken and construed together as

of the law it may be legitimate to one system and as explanatory

refer to the former Act Lord of each other Burr 44

Mansfield in the case of The
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1879 clauses procedure jurisdiction and rules of court

VALIN reception and jurisdiction of the judge witnesses

LANGL0Is
and the provision as to who may practice as agent or

attorney or as counsel in such courts in the case of

such petitions and all matteTs relating thereto before

the court or judge will only notice moreparticu

larly some of them 1st The power given to make

rules It provides that the judges of the several courts

in each Province respectively or majority which in

Ontario would include the judges of the Court of Error

and Appeal Queens Bench Common Pleas and Court

of Chancery shall make such rules and until such rules

are made the principles practice and rules on which

petitions touching the election of Members of the

House of Commons in England are at the passing

of this Act dealt with shall be observed 2nd

As to the reception expenses and jurisdiction of the

judge The judge is to be received not as judge of

the Superior Court in that character but as judge of

the Election Court in like manner as if he were about

to hold sitting at nisi prius or sitting of the Provin

cial Court of which he is member showing that the

Legislature did not contemplate that he was then

actually about to sit as member of the Provincial

Court but as being about to try an election petitionand

when about to do this he is to be treated as if he were

about to hold sitting of the Provincial Court of which

he is member and when his powers in such trial

and in other proceedings under this Act are defined he

is not treated simply as judge of one of the Superior

Courts upon whom as such further jurisdiction is con

ferred but similarpowers as such judge are given him

in the court held by him and that court so held by him

is declared to be Court of Record indicating think

very clearlythat the court was treated by the Legislature

as distinct from Provincial Court and required this
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statutory declaration to make it Court of Record and 1879

that the judge was not to be considered as then acting IT$N

as judge of Provincial Court nor the trial as trial
LANGLOIS

in such court The words of the clajise are these

On the trial of an Election Petition and in other proceedings

under this Act the judge shall subject to the provisions of this Act

have the same powers jurisdiction and authority as judge of one

of the Superior Courts of Law or Equity for the Province in which

such election was held sitting in term or presiding at the trial

of an ordinary civil suit and the Court held by him for such trial

shall be Court of Record

So in like manner are the witnesses treated as being

subpanaed sworn and treated not as being actually

within the jurisdiction of the Provincial Courts but

section 49 declares that they

Shall be subpcenaed andsworn in the same manner as nearly as

circumstances will admit as in cases within the jurisdiction of the

Superior Courts of Law or Equity in the same Province and shall be

subject to the same penalties for perjury

So again in the provision made for regulating the

persons entitled to practice as attorneys or barristers

before the tribunal thus established such tribunal is

very clearly distinguished from the Provincial Courts

The clause is this

Any person who according to the law of the Province in which the

petition is to be tried is entitled to practice as an attorney at law or

Solicitor before the Superior Courts of such Province and who is

not Member of the House of Commons may practice as attorney or

agent and any person who according to such law is entitled to

practice as barrister at law or advocate before such Courts and

who is not member of the House of Commons may practice as

Counsel in the case of such petition and all matters relating thereto

before the Court or Judge in such Province

Reading these special provisions in connection with

the Act of 1873 and what has been said of the Act

generally think it is not arriving at forced or un
natural conclusion to say that that Parliament intended

Sec 48 Sec 67
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1879 to establish Dominion Tribunals exceptional in their

VALIN jurisdiction perfect in their procedure and with all

LANGLOIS
materials for exercising such jurisdiction and having

nothing in common with the Provincial Courts that

these judges and courts were merely utilized outside

their respective jurisdictions for giving full effect to

these statutory tribunals to deal with this purely

Dominion matter

An objection has been suggested by learned

judge for whose opinion have the very highest

respect and which has been treated as of much

force hyo another learned judge of different Province

and on that account will notice it it is said that if

this is court distinct from the courts of which the

judges are primarily members the judges have never

been appointed thereto by the Crown nor sworn as

judges thereof and therefore they are not judges of this

new tribunal if as such it exists But in my humble

opinion there is no force in this objection The judges

require no new appointment from the Crown they are

Statutory Judges in Controverted Election matters by

virtue of an express enactment by competent legis

lative authority The statute make the judges for the

time being of the Provincial Courts judges of these

peculiar and special courts The Crown has assented

to that statute therefore they are judges by virtue of

the law of the Dominion and with the Royal sanction

and approval As to their not being sworn the statute

has not provided they should be sworn If being

sworn judges already the Legislature was willing to

entrust them with the power conferred by this Act

without requiring them to be sworn anew how does

this invalidate the Act and how can the judges refuse

to discharge the duties thus by law imposed on them

because it may be th Parliament might or ought to

have gone further and required the judges to be
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specially sworn faithfully to discharge these special 1879

duties Under the law of 1873 the judges in all the VALIN

Provinces acted in what it is admitted were new LN 018

Dominion Courts without being specially appointed or

sworn the statute not requiring either and have yet

to learn that their proceedings on that account ever

have been or ever could be questioned

As then can see no reasons why the Dominion

Parliament should not delegate to the Judges of the

several Provinces individually or collectively or both

whom they appoint and pay and can by address

remove power to determine controverted elcctions the

doing of which not bejng inconsistent or in any way in

conflict with their duties as judges of their respective

courts but on the contrary as shown by the present

legislation of all the Provinces in refirence to con

troverted elections in the Local Legislatures in so acting

they are most suitable and proper tribunals and as the

Imperial Parliament has left it to the Parliament of Can

ada to provide for the trial of controverted elections and

proceedings incident thereto and they have discharged

this duty by the Statute of 1874 utilizing existing

judicial officers and established courts by engraft

ing on or establishing independent of those courts

throughout their respective Provinces tribunals emin

ently qualified to discharge the important duties

assigned to them they have not in so doing in

my opinion in any particular invaded the rightsof

the Local Legislatures or brought the new jurisdiction

or the procedure under it in any way in conflict with

the jurisdiction or procedure of any of the courts of the

Provinces and therefore the Dominion Parliament hi

enacting the Act of 1874 have not in my opinion ex

ceeded the express power conferred on them to provide

for the trial of controverted elections and proceedings

incident thereto and therefore think this appeal must
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1879 Be dismissed with costs and the case remitted to the

VALIN court below to be proceeded with according to the due

LANGLOIS
course of law

FounNIE1

Lunique question soumise par le present appel est

de savoir si le parlement fØdØral avait le pouvoir de

passer lacte des elections contestØes de 1874

Cette question dont on ne pent exagØrer limpor

tance ØtØ trŁs savamment discutØe et dCcidØe en sells

inverse par les diflØrentes cours provinciales devant les

quelles elle ØtØ portØe

Les raisons donnØes de part et dautre sont exposØes

avec les plus grands dØveloppements et sont certaine

merit dignes de toute lattention possible mais aprŁs la

revue si complete qui en ØtØ faite par lhonorablejuge en

chef il ny aurait aucune utilitØ les rØsumer ici de

nouveau Pour cette raison je me contenterai de don

æer succinctement les principaux motifs qui mont fait

adopter la mŒme conclusion que mes honorables

collegues

Cest en 1873 que le Parlement fØdØral exerçant

pour la premiere fois le pouvoir qui lui est confØrØ par

la section 4Ime de lacte de lAmeriqize Britannique du

Nord de lØgislater sur le sujet des elections contestØes

adoptØ et consacrØ parle statut 36 VioL ch 28 le prin

cipe de rØfØrer an pouvoir judiciaire la decision des Œlec

tions contestCes qui jusqualors avaient ØtØ dØcidØes

par les chambres ou leurs conuitØs lexclusion des

tribunaux ordinaires La loi dont la lØgalitØ est atta

quØe en cette cause rØvoquC le premier statut en con-

servant toutefois le principe de la rØfØrence au pouvoir

judiciaire ainsi quun grand nombre de ses autres dispo

sitions

Plusieurs des honorables juges appelØs decider cette
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question sont entrØs dans un examen critique trŁs dØ- 1879

taillØ des principales dispositions de ces deux lois afin VALIN

de prouver que la premiere celle de 1873 Øtait consti-
LANGLOIS

tutionnelle en crØant une cour spŒciale dØlection en

vertu de larticle 10 de lacte de lAmerique Britannique

du Nord tandis que la seconde est inconstitutionnelle

en assumant le pouvoir dØtendre la juridiction de cer

tames cours provinciales la decision des elections con

testØessujet qui nØtait pas auparavant de leur corn

pØtence

Je ne crois pas devoir entrer dans lexainen des rai

Sons invoquØes pour Øtablir cette difference non plus

que dans lexamen de cette autre question de savoir si

lacte de 1874 ne constitue pas comme celui de 1873

une cour fØdØrale et que partant la loi se trouvant dans

les limitesdu pouvoir accordØ au Parlement FØdØral par

larticle 101 de crØer des tribunaux additionnels cette

loi doit en consequence Œtre dØclarØe constitutionnelle

Ii me suffira de dire que si la proposition que le gou
vernement fØdØralne peut imposer de nouveaux devoirs

aux cours et aux juges existant lors de la ConfØdØration

est correcte ces deux actes sont exposØs aux mŒmes

objections car dans lun et lautre les tribunaux pro

vinciaux et le personnel qui les compose sont soumis

laccomplissement de nouveaux devoirs Ii importe pen

pour la decision de la veritable contestation soulevØe

dans ce dØbat que les nouveaux devoirs judiciaires

soient imposes aux uges et aux cours dans un cas

comme par lacte de 18Th sous la denomination de cour

dØlection ou quils le soient dans lautre comme par

lacte de 1874 aux cours provinciales et aux juges sons

les denominations par lesquelles ils sont designØs dans

les lois provinciales qui leur ont donnØ lexistenoe Au

fond la question est toujours la mŒnecar que lon

prenne les juges collectivement comme cour ou en leur

qualitØ individtielle de mernbres de la cour ii faut tou
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1879 jours en venir la question de savoir quel pouvoir

VALIN le parlement fØdØral de leur imposer de nouveaux

LANGJôIs
devoirs

Aussi la question se rØduit-elle pour moi simplement

savoir si le parlement fØdØral le pouvoir qui lui

ØtØ si emphatiquement et si Ønergiquement niØ par cer

tains honorables juges dont je respecte infiniment lopi

nion dimposer de nouveaux devoirs aux juges et aux

tribunaux provinciaux et mŒmedØtendre leur juridic

tion sil en est besoin Je regrette davoir dire que

jentretiens sur ce sujet une opinion diamØtralement

opposØe la leur

Si je nhØsite pas faire cette declaration cest quun
nombre encore plus nsidØrable dhonorables juges out

adoptØ cette maniŁre de voir qui dii reste me semble

daccord avec lesprit et la lettre de Ia constitution

Si la proposition que jØmets plus haut nØtait pas

correcte il sensuivrait nØcessairement que les auteurs

de la ConfØdØration auraient omis de crØer pour lexØ

cution des lois fØdØrales un pouvoir judiciaire co-exis

tant avec le nouvel ordre de choses

Cependant comme nous lindique le prØambule de

lacte de lAmerique Britannique du Nord leur premier

devoir Øtait de doter lunion fØdØraledes provinces dune

constitution reposant sur les mØmes principes que celle du

Royaume- Uzi Tin des ØlØments essentiels de la consti

tution britannique comme de tout gouvernement rØgu

her cest là crØatiôn dun pouvoir judiciaire qui forme

avec les pouvoirs lØgislatif et exØcutif les trois ØlØments

indispensables de tout gouvernement Ont-ils commis

une faute dune aussi haute gravitØ pouvant avoir de

si funestes consequences sur leur ceuvre que celle de

navoir pas pensØ la creation dun pouvoir judiciaire

DaprŁs certaines opinions cette Øtrange omission aurait

ØtØ faite et il aurait eu ainsi entre le ler juillet 1867

Øpoque laquelle lacte de lAmerique du Nord est eutrØ
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en force et la reunion du parlement fØdØralen novembre 1879

1861 un interrŁgne de quatre mois pendant lequel ii ne

so serait pas trouvØ nfl soul tribunal competent pour LANGLOIS

faire executer les lois fØdØrales

Cependant des linstant que Ia nouvelle constitution

est entrØe en force le gouvernement fØdØraldevenait pro

priØtaire de toutes les propriØtØs publiques ØnumØrØes

dans la cØdule do lacte do 1Amerique Britannique

du Nord en memo temps quil Øtait chargØ par la 122e

section de lexØcution des lois de douanes daccise et

par la 41e sec des lois Ølectorales qui demeuraient en

force

11 se serait donc dans ce cas trouvØ dans limpos

sibilitC soit de protØger ses propriØtØs soit de collector

les revenus laccŁs aux tribunaux proviiiciaux mi Øtant

interdit

Mais on rØpond cet argument en alleguant quune

aussi grande faute na pas ØtØ commise que bien

an contraire par lacticle 101 le gouvernement du

Canada est investi du pouvoir do crØer une cour dappel

et des tribunaux additionnels pour la meilleure adminis

tratiOn de sos lois quo des pouvoirs suffisants sous ce

rapport lui out ØtØ donnes prØcisØment parce que le

pouvoir exciusif dorganiser des tribunaux pour les

provinces Øtait reserve aux legislaturesquainsi les

deux gouvernemonts out chacun leurs attributions par

ticuliŁres et exclusives pour Ia creation do tribu

naux Larticle 101 no justifie pas cette conclu

sion ii netablit pas dans present un pouvoir

judiciaireil no donne quo la facultØ dØtablir sui

vant los bosoms et los circonstances une cour

dappel et des tribunaux additionnels pour la meilleure

administration do sos lois DaprŁs los termes do cette

section ii en existait donc dØjà pour lexØcution des lois

fØdØrales puisquo cette facultØ nest donnØe quo pour

Œtre exercØe borsque loccasion le requerra comine dit
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1879 larticle cest-à-dire dans le cas ou les tribunaux

existant deviendraient pour une raison ou pour une

LAxLoJs autre incapables de faire executer les lois fØdØrales

Si cette section nadmettait pas lexistence dun

pouvoirjudiciaire fØdØral elle eut ØtØautrement rØdigØe

ii Øtait aussi facile de dØcrØter de suite lexistence dune

cour dappel ou de tout autre tribunal que den permettre

la creation dans lavenir Si la chose na pas ØtØ

faite cest sans doute parceque on reconnaissait que

le pouvoir judiciaire dont on conservait lexistence par

la section 129 pourrait encore suffire aux besoins du pays

pour longtemps et on laissait prudemment lavenir le

soin dexercer le pouvoir de crØer de nouveaux tn

bunaux suivant les circonstances Ce nest certaine

ment pas sun la section 101 qui naccorde quun pouvoir

facultatif quon peut sappuyer pour prouver que les

auteurs de la ConfØdØration ont crØe un pouvoir judi

ciaire qui pouvait rØpondre aux besoins immØdiats de

la ConfØdØration Cest par dautres sections que lor

ganisation judiciaire a.ØtØ effectivement Øtablie et corn

plØtØe de maniŁre entrer en existence en mŒmetemps

que lacte con stitutionnel lui-mŒme

Cette organisation rØsulte de diverses dispositions de

lacte de lA auxquelles je ferai allusion aprŁs

avoir rnentionnØ celles sur lesquelles on sappuie le

plus fortement pour en contester lexistence

Les adversaires de la constitutionalitØ de la loi en

question fondent leurs principaux arguments sur les

soüs-ss 13 et 14 de la 92 attribuant exciusivement

aux legislatures la juridiction sur La propriØtØ et les

droits civils dans la province et ladministration de la

justice dans province compris Ta creation le main
tien et lorganisation de tribunaux de justice pour Ta

province ayant juridiction civile et criminelle corn

pris la procedure en matiŁres civiles dans ces tribu

naux
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Jadmets sans hesitation le contrôle exelusif des lØgis-
1879

latures sur ces deux categories de sujets elles seules VALIN

appartient sans doute le droit de rØglerles droits civils
LNGLo1s

dais ía province comme lorganisation de tribunaux de

justice pour la province et le parlement fØdØral corn

mettrait certainement un excŁs de pouvoir sil lØgislatait

sur ces matiŁres pour la province Mais sen suit-il

nØcessairernent que ce dernier na aucune juridiction

sur les droits civils ne concernant que la Puissance en

gØnØralde mŒmeque sur lorganisation et le maintien

des tribunaux en autant que la Puissance est intØ

ressØe a-t-il pour celle-ci dans les deux paragraphes

une exclusion absolue de toute juridiction Je ne le

pense pas Ii me semble au con traire que les termes

mŒrnes sopposent une interpretation aussi restrictive

En effet les mots pour la province ajoutØs Ta suite des

pouvoirs donnØs sur les droits civils et lorganisation

des tribunaux restreignent bien pour les legislatures

lexercice de ces pouvoirs aux limites de la province

mais ne cornportent pas lexclusion de lexercice par le

parlement fØdØral dune juridiction semblable sur les

diverses categories de droits civils qui lui sont attribuØs

Rien nest plus clair ni plus certain que les legislatures

nont pas une juridiction complete sur les droits civils

Si tel Øtait le cas les termes droits civils compre

nant par opposition an droit criminel tous les droits

dont un sujet peut jouir il sen suivrait que les pro
vinces auraient une juridiction illimitØe sur tout ce

qui ne dØpendrait pas du droit crirninel La distinction

que lon voulu faire entre les droits civils et les droits

politiques nest fondØe sur aucune autoritØ positive

Les termes droits politiques nont pas dans le droit

anglais une signification consacrØe par la loi ou par les

decisions judiciaires Pour exprimer la mŒrne idØe

Blackstone emploie inthifØremment les mots IlbertØ

civile on libertØ
politiçjue Sa subdiyision des droits
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1879 en quatre categories na pas dautre raison que celle

VALIN den faciliter lexposition comme ii le dit inorder to

.LANGLOIS
consider them with any tolerable ease and perspicuity

it will be necessary to distribute them methodically

under proper heads La decision du Conseil PrivØ

dans la cause de Landry vs ThØberge na pas Øtabli

non plus comme on le pretend une distinction entre les

droits civils et les droits politiques Lord Cairns dit en

parlant des deux lois de QuØbec sur les elections con

testØes quelles navaient pas pour objet de pourvoir

la decision de droits civils ordinaires of mere ordinary

civil rights et ii qualifie aussi cette legislation comme

extrŒmementparticuliŁre extremely peculiar mais il ne

dit pas quelle pour objet de statuer sur les droits

politiques comme sujet distinct des droits civils Ii ne

fait mŒmepas usage des mots droits politiques dans son

jugement Le langage quil tient ce sujet est conforme

ce que dit Blackstone au sujet de sa division des

rights Pour achever de dØmontrer que les termes droits

civils dans le paragraphe 13 ne peuvent avoir la significa

tion Øtendue quon veut leur donner ii suffit de rappeler

que la banqueroute et la failhite les brevets dinvention

et de dØcouverte los droits dauteurs le manage et le

divorce et beaucoup dautres sujts qui sans nul doute

sont compris dans les termes gØnØriques de droits- civils

sont cependant exciusivement dii ressmt du parlement

fØdØral

Ii serait donc plus- correct de dire que le pouvoir

legislatif au sujet des droits civils ØtØ partagØ entre

le parlement fØdØral et les legislatures que de con

clure quil est en entier du domaine exciusif de ces

derniŁres Je ne puis pour ces raisons voir dans le

paragraphe 13 dobstacles lexercice de la juridiction

assumØe par le parlement fØdØral

App Cases 268
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Le paragraphe 14 concernant lorganisation des tribu- 1879

naux et la procedure na pas non plus leffet denlever

au parlement fØdØral toute juridiction sur les tribunaux
LANaIoIs

provinciaux

Lon compare la position des provinces dans la Con

fØdØration Canadienne celle des Etats dans lUnion

AmØricaine pour en conclure que les provinces out

une indØpendance aussi complete que celle des Etats

et que le gouvernement fØdØralne peut exercer aucun

pouvoir quelconque sur les trihunaux provinciaux pas

plus que ne pourrait le faire le CongrŁs aux Etats-Unis

lØgard des tribunaux dEtats Sil so as beaucoup

de rapports analogie entre les deux constitutions ii ny
en certainement aucune dans le mode adoptØ pour la

distribution du pouvoir lØgislatif Dans la constitution

amØricaine on adoptØ cet Øgard un principe tout

fait oppose celui qui ØtØ suivi dans lacte de

lA
Les Etats en consentant entrer dans lUnion ´me

ricaine out conserve leur position dEtats souverains

et indØpendants sous la deduction seulement des pou
voirs quils out spØcialement dØlØguØs an Congres On

fait ici prØcisØment linverse Le parlement imperial

qui organisØ lØtat de chose actuel jugØ propos de

ne donner aux provinces que des attributions dØfinies

et limitØes laissant au gouvernement fØdØral moms les

attributions rØservØes lexercice de tous les pouvoirs de

la souverainetØ compatibles avec lØtat colonial Ceci

est evident daprŁs la sec 91

En effet part du pouvoir exc1usif sur les sujets

mentionnØs dans les 29 paragraphes de larticle 91 le

gouvernement fØdØralest en outre revŒtu dune autoritØ

souveraine sur tout ce qui na pas ØtØ spØcialement

abandonnØ aux legislatures Le commencement de

larticle sexprime ainsi sur ce sujet Ii sera loisible

la Reine de lavis et du consentement du SØnat et de
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1879 la Chambre des Communes de faire des lois pour la

\IALIN paix lordre et le bon gouvernement du Canada rela

LANGLOIS
tivement toutes les matiŁres ne tombant pas dans les

categories de sujets par le present acte exclusivement

assignØs aux legislatures des provinces mais pour

plus de garantie sans toutefois restreindre la gØnØralitØ

des termes ci-haut employØs dans cette section ii est

par le present dØclarØ que nonobstant toute disposi

tion contraire ØnoncØe dans le present acte lautoritØ

legislative exclusive du parlement du Canada sØtend

toutes les matiŁres tombant dans les categories do

sujets ci-dessous ØnumØrØs Suivent les 29 paragra

plies Ønonçant ces divers sujets

Ii est evident daprŁs ce texte que les attributions du

parlement fØdØralsont de deux sortes les unes dØfinies

et ØnumØrØes dans les 29 paragraphes les autres indØ

finies et consistant dans le pouvoir de faire des lois

pour la paix lordre et le bon gouvernement du Canada

et nayant pas dautres limites ou restrictions quo cellos

contenues dans les 16 paragraphes de larticle 92

Comme ii nØtait guŁre possible de faire une ØnumØ
ration complete de tous les pouvoirs et sans doute pour

parer do graves inconvØnients on sest servi dans la

redaction de notre constitution comme dans celle des

Etats-Unis dun langage gØnØral contenant en principe

los pouvoirs confØrØs laissant la legislation future la

tâche den completer les details Pour linterprØtation

de cet article on pout faire application des observations

suivantes

In the opinion which was delivered the Court observed that the

constitution unavoidably dealt in general language and did not enter

nto minute si3ecification of powers or declare the means by

which those powers were to be carried into execution This would

have been perilous and difficult if not an impracticable task and

the constitution left it to Congress from time to time to adopt its

own means to effectuate legitimate objects and to mould and model

.1 Kents Comm 389
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the exercise of its powers as its own wisdom and the public interest 1879

would require
VALIN

Mais le langaoe de larticle 91 Si gØnØral quil soit
LANGLOIS

est amplement suffisant pour conferer le pouvoir qui

ØtØ exercØ moms quon ne prouve quen cela ii ØtØ

commis une infraction aux attributions speciales des

provinces

Mais bien au contraite ii est admis de toute part que

le sujet qui fait la matiŁre de la loi attaquØe nest pas

de Ia competence des legislatures DaprŁs la nature

du sujet comme daprŁs la disposition contenue dans la

sec 41 toute juridiction est interdite aux legislatures

concernant les contestations dØlectiôns fØdØrales Aiiisi

largument base sur le fait que les legislatures ont le

pouvoir exciusif de rØgler la procedure ne peut avoir

aucune valeur en face de la sec 41 qui coiifŁre spØciale

ment au parlement federal le droit non-seulement de

statuer sur les contestations dØlections mais encore

celui den rØglerles procedures et les procedures mci

dentes dit cet article Aucune legislature ne pouvant

Ømettre la prØtention de regler la procedure cot egard

ii ny donc pas eu dans ce cas usurpation de pouvoirs

par la lot en question Ce point me semble si claire

ment Øtabli par le texte de la section quo je ne le crois

pas susceptible dŒtre misen doute

IndØpendamment de la sec 91 suffisante suivant

moi pour justifier la passatin de la loi attaquØe ii

encore la sec 129 qui donne en termes forniels au gou
vernement fØdCral les pouvoirs les plus Øtendus sur les

tribunaux en existence savoir ceux de les rØvoquer

abolir ou modifier

Sec 129 Sauf toute disposition contraire prescrite par le present

acte toutes les lois en force en Canada dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse ou

le Nouveau-Brunswick lors de lunion tous les tribunaux de juridic

tion civile et criniinelle toutes les commissions pouvoirs et autoritØs

ayant force lØgale et tous les officiers judiciaires adrninistratifs et

ministØriels en existence dans les provinces lØpoquo do lunion
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1879 continueront dexister dans les provinces dOntario de QuØbec do la

Nouvelle-Ecosse et du Nouveau-Brunswick respectivement comme
VALIN

si lunion navait pas eu lieu mais us pourront nØaumouns sauf les

LANGLOIs cas prØvus par des actes du parlement do la Grande-Bretagne ou

du parlement du Royaume-Uni de la Grande-Bretagne et dIrlande

Œtre rØvoquØs abolis ou modifies par le parlement du Canada ou par

la legislature do la province respective conformØment lautoritØ du

parlement ou do cette legislature en vertu du present acte

Pouvait-on employer un langage plus fort .et plus

complet pour donner juridiction sur ces tribunaux

Je ne le pense pas Leffet de cette section laquelle

us doivent leur existence actuelle est Øvidemment de

les soumettre au pouvoir legislatif du gouvernemen
fØdØraltout aussi bien ii est vrai quà celui du gout

vernement local et de les rendre de fait communs

ces deux gouvernements pour ladministration des lois

par eux adoptØes dans les limites de leurs pouvoirs

respectifs

Puisquils sont sujets la condition de pouvoir

Œtre rØvoquØs abolis ou modifies par lun ou lautre

de ces gouvºrnements ces tribunaux ne sont donc

pas comme on la affirmØ si positivement assujØtis

uniquement lautoritØ des legislatures locales Les

termes de cette section ne permettent pas de doute

sur le pouvoir du parlement fØdØral dimposer de

nouveaux devoirs aux juges et aux tribunaux puis

quil le pouvoir de les rØvoquer abolir ou modifier

conformement lautoritØ du parlement en vertu du

present acte Cest sans doute cause du pouvoir ainsi

rØservØ quon attribuØ au gouvernement fØdØral par

les sections 96 et 106 la nomination des juges et le

paiement de leur salaire sils eussent dI Œtre au service

exclusif des gouvernements locaux on aurait laissØ

ceux-ci le choix et le paiement du salaire dofficiers

auxquels le gouvernement fØdØral ne pouvait imposer

aucun devoir

Ainsi chaque fois que le parlement fØdØral passe une
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loi sur un sujet qui est de sa competence imposant aux 1879

juges on aux cours de nouveaux devoirs ii exerce le VALIN

pouvoir quil par cette section de modifier les tribu-
LANGLOIS

naux et cette loi dolt recevoir son execution tout aussi

bien que celles des gouvernements beaux dont les

pouvoirs sur les tribunaux en vertu de cette section ne

difRrent point de ceux du parbement lexeeption seu

lement que chacun deux ne peut les exercer que dans les

limites de ses attributions spØciales Es sont enfin les

tribunaux de Sa MajestØ charges de faire executer toutes

les lois auxquelles elle donnØ sa sanction en vertu de

la nouvelle constitution

La Cour SupØrieure de la province de QuØbec dØsi

gnØe dans la boi en question comme lune de celles

auxquelles la juridiction contestØe est confØrØe Øtant

en existence bors de la ConfØdØration est en consequence

devenue comme toutes les autres sujette subir les mo
difications que le gouvernement fØdØralpourrait juger

convenable de mi imposer En serait-il de mŒme

lCgard dune cour crØØe depuis Cest une autre ques

tion et comme elle ne pent pas Œtre soulevØe dans cette

cause je ne crois pas devoir men occuper

Partant dii point de vue que jai adoptØ lb ne ma

pas semblØ nØcessaire non plus de moccuper de la

question de savoir si en outre des dispositions de

lacte de lAmØriqueBritannique du Nord les cours

de premiere instance nont pas comme attribution inhØ

rente leur constitution une juridiction suffisante

pour decider des contestations dØlections dans be cas

ot le parlement au lieu dadopter la boi actuefle eut

simpbement renoncC bexercice de sa juridiction ex

clusive sur ce sujet Jai limitØmes observations ba

seule question de savoir sil na pas de fait be pouvoir

de conferer cette juridiction aux cours provinciales

Trouvant dans les dispositions de lacte de AmCrique

Britannique du Nord citØes plus haut une complete
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1879
justification du pouvoir exercØ je nai pas cru devoir

VALIN aller plus loin

LANGLOIS
De ce qui prØcŁde je conclus lo que les paragra

phes 13 et 14 de la section 92 nont pas leffet denlever

au parlement fØdØral la juridiction quil exercØe en

adoptant la loi en question 2o que les pouvoirs gØnØ

raux de la section 91 et ceux de la section 41 sont

suffisants pour autoriser cette legislation 3o que la

section 129 lui donne le droit defaire executer par les

cours provinciales la loi dont il sagit aussi bien que

toutes les autres lois fØdØralesadoptØes dans les limites

de ses attributions

F0URN1ER

The sole question submitted by the present appeal is

whether the Federal Parliament had the power to pass

the Controverted Elections Act of 1874

This question the importance of which it is impos

sible to exaggerate has been very learnedly discussed

and decided in different ways by the several

Provincial Courts before whom it has been raised

The reasons given on both sides are set out with the

greatest fulness and are certainly worthy of every pos

sible consideration but after the thorough review of

them by the ChiefJustice there would be no advantage

in giving another summary of them here For this

reason shall content myself with giving briefly the

principal reasons which have made me adopt the same

conclusion as that of my honorable colleagues

It was in 1873 that the Federal Parliathent exercising

for the first time the power conferred on it by the 41st

section of the British North America Act to legislate

on the subject of contested elections adopted and estab

lished by Statute 36 Vic 28 the principle of referring

to the judicialpower the decision of contested elections
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which until then had been decided by the Houses of 1879

Parliament or their committees to the exclusion of

the ordinary tribunals The law the legality of
LANGLOIS

which is attacked in this case although it has revoked

the first statute retains the principle of reference to

the judicial power as well as large number of its

other provisions

Several of the honorable judges called on to decide

this question have entered into very detailed critical

examination of the principal provisions of these two

laws in order to prove that the first that of 1873 was

constitutional in creating special Election Court in

virtue of Article 101 of the British North America Act

while the second is unconstitutional in assuming the

power to extend the jurisdiction of certain Provincial

Courts to the decision of contested elections subject

matter with which they were not before competent to

deal

do not think it necessary to enter into an examin

ation of the reasons brought forward to establish this

distinction nor into an examination of this other

question namely whether the Act of 1874 did not

constitute as did that of 1873 Federal Court and

in consequence thereof the law being ultra vires of

the power given to the Federal Parliament by sec

101 of creating additional tribunals should be

declared constitutional

It is sufficient for me to say that if the proposition

that the Federal Government cannot impose new
duties on the courts and judges existing at the time of

Confederation is corect these two Acts are open to the

same objections for in both the provincial tribunals

and the personnel which compose them have the per

formance of new duties devolved on them It matters

little for the decision of the real issue raised in this

discussion whether the new judicial duties have been
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1879 imposed on judges and on courts in one case as has

VALIN been done by the Act of 1873 under the denomination

of an Election Court or whether in the other case such
LANGLOIS

duties have been imposed as has been done by the Act

of 1874 on provincial courts and on judges under the

names by which they are designated in the provincial

laws which have given them existence The question

nevertheless remains the same for whether the judges

are taken collectively as court or in their quality of in

dividual members of the court it always comes back to

the question as to whether the Federal Parliament had

the power to impose upon them new duties

Thus the question seems to me to be reduced

simply to one whether the Federal Parliament has the

power which has been so emphatically and energeti

cally denied to it by some honorable judges whose

opinion greatly respect to impose new duties on pro

vincial judges and tribunals and even to extend their

jurisdiction if necessary regret to be obliged to say

that on this subject entertain an opinion diametrically

opposed to theirs

If do not hesitate to make this declaration it is because

still larger number of honorable judges have adopted

this view which besides seems to me in accord with

the spirit and letter of the constitution

If the proposition which have above laid down be

not correct it necessarily follows that the authors of

Confederation have omitted to create for the execution

of federal laws judicial power co-existing with the

new order of things

The preamble of the British North America Act indi

cates however that their first duty was to endow the

federal union of the Provinces with constitution

Msed on the same principles as that of the United

Kingdom One of the essential elements of the British

Constitution as of every regular government is the
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creation of judicial power such power and the legis-
1879

lative and executive powers forming the three indis-

pensable elements of every government Have they LANGLOIS

committed mistake of such very grave nature as

never to have thought of the creation of judicial

power In the opinion of some this strange omis

sion was made and thus there existed between the

1st of July 1867 when the British North America Act

came into free and thc meeting of the Federal Parlia

ment in November 1867 an interregnum of four

months during which time there could not be found

single tribunal competent to execute the federal laws

Notwithstanding this from the moment the new con

stitution came into force the Federal Government

became proprietor of all the public properties enumer

ated in Schedule of the British North America Act at

the same time that it became charged with the execu

tion of the laws relating to customs and excise and by
the 41st section of the electoral laws which remained

in force It would have found itself therefore during

such interregnum under the impossibility either of

protecting its properties or of collecting its revenues

recourse to the Provincial Courts being forbidden

But this argument is answered by alleging that such

great mistake has not been committed that on the

contrary by section 101 the Government of Canada

is invested with the power of creating Court of

Appeal and additional tribunals for the better adminis

tration of its laws that ampie powers in this respect

were given to it precisely becausethe exclusive power
of organizing tribunals for the Provinces was reserved

to the Legislatures and that thus the two governments

have each their peculiar and exclusive rights of creating

tribunals

In my opinion section 101 does not justify this con

clusion It does not in terms establish judicialpower
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1879 it oniy gives the right to establish as circumstances

VALIN and requirements might demand Court of Appeal

LANGLOIS
and additional tribunals for the better execution of

the laws According to the terms of this section

there were tribunals already existing for the

execution of federal laws since this power is given

to be exercised only from time to time in the words

of the section that is to say in the event of the existing

tribunals becoming for any reason incapable of execut

ing the federal laws If this section was not intended

to recognize the existence of federal judicial power it

would have been diffrently drawnit would have been

just as easy to have directed the immediate creation of

court of appeal or of any other tribunal as to have

allowed their creation at some future time If this was

not done it was doubtless because the judicial power
whose existence was preserved by sec 129 was recog

nized as being still sufficient for the requirements of

the country for long time and the power to create

new tribunals was prudently left to .be exercised in the

future according to circumstances Certainly sec 101

which gives only an optional power cannot be re

lied on to prove that the authors Of Confederation

created judicial power suitable to the immediate

needs of Confederation It is by other sections that

judicial organization has been effectively established

and completed in such manner as to come into exist

ence at the same time as the constitutional act itself

This organization depends upon various provisions

of the British North America Act to which shall

allude after having mentioned those on which reliance

is most strongly placed for contesting its existence

The opponents of the constitutionality of the law in

question found their principal arguments on sub-sections

13 and 14 of section 92 giving to the legislaturesexclu

sive jurisdiction over property and civil rights in the
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province and the administration of justice in the 1879

province including the constitution maintenance and

organization of provincial courts both of civil and crim-
LAN 0S

inal jurisdiction and including procedure in civil mat-

ters in those courts

admit without hesitation the exclusive control of

the legislaturesover these two classes of subjects To

them alone belongs without doubt the right of regu

lating civil rights in the province as well as the organ

ization of courts of justice for the province and the

Federal Parliament would certainly exceed its power

if it were to legislate on these matters for the province

But does it necessarily follow that the latter has no

jurisdiction over civil rights which concern only the

Dominion in general as well as over the organization

and maintenance of courts in so far as the Dominion is

interested Do these two paragraphs contain an abso

lute exclusion of all jurisdiction in the Dominion Parlia

ment do not think so It seems to me on the con

trary that these very terms are opposed to an inter

pretation so restricted In fact the words in the

province following the enumeration of the powers

given over civil rights and the organization of courts

effectually confine the exercise of these powers to the

limits of the Province but do not go so far as to exclude

the exercise by the Federal Parliament of similar

jurisdiction over the different classes of civil rights

which are confided to it Nothing is clearer nor more

certain than that the legislatures have not complete

jurisdiction over civil rights If such were the case

the term civil rights comprehending in opposition

to the criminal law droit crirninel all the rights which

subject can enjoy it would follow that the provinces

would have an unlimited jurisdiction over everything

not belonging to the criminal law The distinction

which some have wished to make between civil rights
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1879 and political rights is not founded on any positive

VALIN authority The term political rights has not in

LANGLOIS
English jurisprudence droit anglais technical mean-

ing established either by law or by judicial decisions

To express the same idea Blackstone uses Indif

ferently the words civil liberty or political

liberty His subdivision of rights into four classes

was for no other reason than to facilitate the discussion

of them as he puts it in order to consider them with

any tolerable ease and perspecuity it will be necessary

to distribute them methodically under proper heads

Neither has the decision of the Privy Council in the

cause of Landry Theberge established as is pre

tended distinction between civil rights and political

rights Lord Cairns says in speaking of the two laws

of Quebec relating to contested elections that their

object was not to provide for the decision of mere

ordinary civil rights and he describes also this legis

lation as extremelypeculiar but he does not say that

its object was th legislate on political rights as subject

distinct from civil rights He does not even make use

of the words political rights in his judgment The

language which he makes use of on the subject is in

conformity with what Blackstone says on the subject of

the division of rights To show conclusively that the

term civil rights in sub-section 13 cannot have the

extensive meaning which it is desired to give it it is

sufficient to recall to mind that bankruptcy and insol

vency patents of invention and discovery the rights of

authors marriage and divorce and many other subjects

which without any doubt are comprised in the gen

eral term civil rightsare notwithstandingexclusively

within the jurisdiction of the Federal Parliament

It would therefore be more correct to say that the

legislative power over the subject of civil rights has

L.R App cases 268
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been divided between the Federal Parliament and the 1879

legislatures than to conclude that it is wholly within VALIN

the exclusive domain of the latter cannot for these NOIS
reasons see in sub-section 13 obstacles to the exercise

of the jurisdiction assumed by the Federal Parliament

Nor has sub-section 14 concerning the organization

of courts and procedure the effect of depriving the

Federal Parliament of all jurisdiction over provincial

Courts

The position of the provinces in the Canadian Con

federation has been compared with that of the United

States in the American Union in order to draw there

from the conclusion that the provinces have an inde

pendence as complete as that of the States and that the

Federal Government cannot exercise any right what

ever over Provincial Courts any more than could the

Congress of the United States with respect to the courts

of the States If there be in many respects an analogy

between the two countries there is certainly none

whatever in the mode adopted for the distribution of

the legislative power In the American Constitution

principle altogether opposed to that which has been

followed in the British North America Act has been

adopted The States in consenting to enter the Ameri

can Union preserved their position of sovereign and

independent States under the limitation only of the

powers specially delegated to Congress Here precisely

the reverse has been done The Imperial Parliament

which has created the existing state of things has

judged it right to give to the provinces only defined

and limited powers leaving to the Federal Government

after deducting the powers thus reserved the exercise

of all the powers of sovereignty compatible with the

Colonial state This is evident from section 91 In

fact besides the exclusive power over the subjects men
tioned in the 29th sub-section of section 91 the Federal
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1879 Government is in addition invested with sovereign

VALIN authority over everything which has not been specially

LANGLOIS
ceded to the legislatures The beginning of the section

expresses itself thus on the subject

It shall be lawful for the Queen by and with the advice and consent

of the Senate and House of Commons to make laws for the peace

order and good government of Canada in relation to all matters not

coming within the classes of subjects by this Act assigned exclusively

to the legislatures of the provinces and for greater certainty but not

so as to restrict the generality of the foregoing terms of this section

it is hereby declared that notwithstanding anything in this Act
the exclusive legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada ex

tends to all matters coming within the classes of subjects next here

in after enumerated

Then foll@w the 29 sub-sections setting forth the

different subjects

It is evident according to this section that the powers

of the Federal Parliament are of two kinds the one

defined and enumerated in the 29 sub-sections the other

undefined and consisting of the power to make laws

for the peace order and good government of Canada

and having no other limits or restrictions than those

contained in the 16 sub-sections of section 92

As it was scarcely possible to make complete

enumeration of all the powers and no doubt to avoid

grave inconveniences use was made in drawing our

Constitution as in that of the United States of general

language containing in principle the conferred powers

leaving to future legislation the task of completing the

details To interpret this section the following observa

tions can be applied .-

In the opinion which was delivered the court observed that the

Constitution unavoidably dealt in general language and did not enter

into minute specification of powers or declare the means by which

those powers were to be carried into execution This would have

been perilous and difficult if not an impracticable task and the

Constitution left it to Congress from time to time to adopt its own

means to effectuate legitimate objects and to mould and model the
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exercise of its powers as its own wisdom and the public interest 1879

would require

But the language of section 91 general though it may
LANGL0IS

be is amply sufficient to confer the power which has

been exercised at any rate in the absence of proof that

in doing so there has been committed an infringement

on the special powers of the provinces But on the

contrary it is admitted on all sides that the subject

matter of the law which is attacked is not within the

jurisdiction of the legislatures From the nature of the

subject as well as by the provisions of sec 41 all juris

diction over contested federal elections is denied to the

legislatures Thus the argument based on the fact that

the legislatures have the exclusive power of regulating

procedure can have no weight in face of sec 41 which

confers specially on the Federal Parliament the right

not only to legislate respecting contested elections but

in addition that of regulating their procedure and

proceedings incident thereto says the section No

legislature being able to set up the pretension of right

to regulate the procedure with respect to this matter

three is then in this case no usurpation of powers by

the law in question This point seems to me so clearly

established by the wording of the section that do not

believe susceptible of doubt

Independently of section 41 sufficient in my opinion

to justify the passing of the law which has been called

in question there is besides section 129 which gives

in formal terms to the Federal Government the most

extensive powers over the courts in existence namely

those of repealing abolishing or altering them

Except as otherwise provided by this Act all laws in force in

Canada Nova Scotia or New Brunswick at the union and all courts

of civil and criminal jurisdiction and all legal commissions powers

and authorities and all officers judicial administrative and minis-

Kents Corn 389
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1879 terial existing therein at the union shall continue in Ontario

Quebec Nova Scotia and New Brunswick respectively as if the union

had not been made subject neverthelessexcept with respect to such

LANGLOIs as are reached by or exist under Acts of the Parliament of Great

Britain or of the Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland to be repealed abolished or altered by the Parliament

of Canada or by the legislature of the respective Province according

to the authority of the Parliament or of that legislature under this

Act

Could stronger or fuller language be used to give

jurisdiction over these courts think not The effect

of this section towhich they owe their very existence

is evidently to place them under the legislative power
of the Federal Government as well as it is true under

that of the Local Government and to make them in

fact common to both these governments for the adminis

tration of the laws adopted by them within the limitsof

their respective powers

Since they are subject to the condition of being re

pealed abolished or altered by either of these govern

ments these courts are not therefore as has been

asserted so positively subject solely to the authority of

the Local Legislatures The terms of this section leave

no doubt as to the power of the Federal Government to

impose new duties on the judges and courts since it

has the power of repealing abolishing or altering them

according to the authority of the Parliament

under this Act It is no doubt on account of this

reserved authority that the Federal Government was

given by sections 96 and 100 the appointment of the

judges and was charged with the payment of their

salaries If they were to remain under the exclusive

control of the Local Legislatures and not subject to the

performance of any duties which might be imposed by

the Dominion Parliament their appointment and the

payment of their salary would most likely have been

left to the Local Government
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Thus each time the Federal Parliament passes law 1879

on matter within its jurisdiction imposing on the VALIN

judges or on the courts new duties it exercises the
LkNGroIs

power given it by this section of altering the courts

and this law should be executed as fully as those of the

local governments whose powers over the courts in

virtue of this section do not differ from those of Parlia

ment with the sole exception that each of them can

exercise these powers only within the limits of its

special powers attributions spØciales The Courts are

in fine the tribunals of Her Majesty charged with the

execution of all the laws to which she has given her

sanction in virtue of the new Constitution

The Superior Court of the Province of Quebec

designated in the law in question as one of those on

which the contested jurisdiction is conferred being in

existence at the time of Cnfederation became in con

sequence like all the others liable to undergo the alter

ations which the Federal Government might think

right to impose on it Would it be the same with

respect to court created since That is another

question and as it cannot be raised in this cause do

not think it necessary to consider it Nor taking the

view which have adopted has it seemed to me neces

sary to consider the question whether outside of the

provisions of the British North America Act the courts

of original jurisdiction have not as an inherent element

of their Constitution sufficient jurisdiction to decide

contested elections in the event of Parliament instead

of adopting the existing law having simply abandoned

the exercise of its exclusive jurisdiction over this sub

ject have limited my observations to the sole ques

tion as to whether it had not in fact the power to con

fer this jurisdiction on provincial courts Finding in

the provisions of the British North America Act above
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1879 cited complete justification of the power exercised

vT have not thought it necessary to go further

LANGL0Is
From what precedes draw these conclusions

1st That paragraphs 13 and 14 of section 92 have not

the effect of depriving the Federal Parliament of the

jurisdiction which it has eiercised in adopting the law

in question 2nd That the general powers of section

91 and those of section 41 are sufficient to authorize this

legislation 3rd That section 129 gives it the right

to require the provincial courts.to execute the law in

question as well as the other federal laws adopted

within the limitsof its powers

HENRYJ

The determination of the issue raised by the pre

liminary objection in this case to the authority of the

learned judge who presided at the trial of the petition

touching and questioning as it does the power of the

Parliament of Canada to pass the act under which that

trial was being had being most important demanded

and hasreceived my most diligent study and consider

ation have carefully read and weighed all the judg.

ments upon the subject delivered in Ontario Quebec and

New Brunswick as well as the several statutes bearing

upon it and will endeavor briefly to give the conclu

sion at which have arrived

After mature consideration of the legitimate sources

from which the power to try the merits of an election

petition against the return of Member of the House

of Commons which is now questioned isderived have

arrived at the conclusion that much has been written

many arguments used positions taken and theories

advanced that are wholly utinecessary

Arguments have been advanced from premises which

do not exist the determination of which cannot affect
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those that do and upon which latter alone we are bound 1879

to decide Some learned judges contend for the exist-

ence of an inherent powerin Imperial and Provincial
LLNGLOIS

Courts to try such petitions and that that

power always existed though in latent condi

tion being controlled in England by the

assertion of the House of Commons of its

exclusive jurisdiction which by degrees became uni

versally acknowledged as the law of the land as being

within the law and custom of Parliament and in the

several Provinces of the Dominion by the assumption

of similar jurisdiction and by statutes at different

times passed That so existing but its exercise pre

vented it would assert itself at any moment when the

controlling power was removed by legislative enact

ment By other learned judges the correctness of this

theory is disputed and lengthy and exhaustive argu

ments are advanced to establish the position that such

jurisdiction or power never existed do not think

the settlement of that controversy at all necessary in

the present case In considering the issue before us

we are not driven to draw analogies in regard to the

courts in England and those of the several united

Provinces when we have sufficient otherwise upon
which to base our judgment It will be sufficient for

us and think we are bound to rest it on the statutes

immediately applicable to the issue before us

We have in the united Provinces written consti

tution embraced in the Imperial Statute passed in 1867

for the object of uniting them That statute contains

the germs and distribution of the legislative functions

and powers to be exercised in the general Parliament

and the Provincial Legislatures and to it we are irresis

tibly turned for guidance and direction

In framing that Act one of the first considerations

would be and no doubt was to prevent if possible
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1879 conflict in legislation as between the general and local

VALIN legislatures but no one can read it without seeing from

LANGLOIS
the necessarily peculiar distribution of the legislative

powers the difficulty of doing so The present case is

proof of it as appears by the antagonistic judgments

given in relation to the question at issue cannot

better exhibit the difficulty just referred to and the

opportunity offered by the necessarily peculiar provis.

ions for the distribution of legislative powers to raise

question of conflict than by reference to the matter of

civil rights need not define here what may be

included by that comprehensive term It is sufficient

for my present purpose to claim that large portion of

the civil rights are legitimately and without ques

tion affectedcontrolled and guarded by Dominion legis

lation which interferes with and excludes local legisla

tion on many branches of civil rights although by

the distribution of legislative powers civil rights in

the Province isby sub.-sec 14 of section 92 awarded

specially to the Local Legislatures

There is but small minority of the subjects given

expressly to the Dominion Parliament that do not affect

civil rights within the Province and its whole leg

-islation in respect of them is clearly an authorized in

vasion of the powers of local legislation conferred by
the general term civil rights in the Province The

whole purview of the act with proper consideration

of its objects is evidence of its policy to limit local leg

islation to those civil rights in the Province not

included specially or otherwise in the powers given to

the Dominion Parliament

In the construction of one part of the Act it is not

less our duty than our privilege to take into considera

tion every part of it and when an apparent conflict is

presented we are bound to give weight to arguments

drawn from due appreciation of the objects which
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are apparent on the face of it and if possible so to con- 1879

strue it as to give effect to all its provisions and not so

as to leave unnecessarily some of them inoperative

The opening clause of section 91 of the British North

America Act 1867 provides that It shall be lawful

for the Queen by and with the advice and consent of

the Senate and House of Commonsto make laws for the

peace order and good government of Canada in rela.

tion to all matters not coming within the classes of

subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legis

latures of the Provinces This is followed by de

claration that the annexed statement of powers should

not restrict the general provision of the clause

Had there been no limitation in this clause the power

to make laws for the peace order and good govern

ment of Canada would have embraced every subject

of legislation
that could be presented but there being

limitation it is necessary to ascertain the nature

and extent of it It withholds from Parliament the

right to legislate in regard to matters coming within

the classes of subjects by this Act assigned exclusivelyto

the legislatures of the Provinces It will be observed

that the words of this clause by this Act do not

refer us specifically to section 92 or its provisions but

generally to the Act to ascertain what is exclusively

awarded to the Local Legislatures We must look at the

whole Act and apply the result as the proper deduction

from the otherwise comprehensive and unlimited

powers given by the clause to the Parliament of

Canada

Taking then the Act and considering it in all its

objects and bearings what are the necessary deduc

tion to be made for those matters exclusively given by

it to the Local Legislatures for it is only such as have

been so exclusively given that form the exception

Sub-section 13 of section 92 gives to the Local
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1879 Legislatures the exclusive right to legislate in regard

VALIN to Property and civil rights in the Province and

LANULOIS
sub-section 14 The administration of justice in the

Province including the Constitution maintenance

and organization of Provincial Courts both of civil

and criminal jurisdiction and including procedure in

civil matters in those courts

What then does the term civil rights in the Province

include This take it would if not controlled and

limited by other provisions of the Act include every

question of civil rights arising between individuals in

each Province but no one could reasonably contend

that legislation on the subjects of The regulation of

trade and commerce Navigation and shipping Bills

of exchange Weights and Measures Interest

Legal tender Bankruptcy and insolvency and

many others including Marriage and divorce by
the local authorities would not taking the whole Act
be ultra vires although otherwise coming within the

scope and comprehension of the provision Civil rights

within the Provinc

Legislation by the Dominion Parliament on such

subjects is legitimate and binding and the Provincial

Courts are bound to determine the civil rights of par
ties in he Province solely by it make these

references to explain why in my view we should not

construe the first clause of sec 91 merely by sub

sections 13 and 14 of section 92 but by the whole

purview and object of the Act

Being so guided what are the local legislative

powers under sections 13 and 14 Deducting the

indirect and incidental powers of legislation given by
the Act to Parliament the Local Legislatures have the

exclusive right to legislate only in regard to the

remainder The question here then is to which of the

two Legislatures is given the power of legislating as to
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the trial of contested elections In reply let me say
1879

that that subject is not only given to Parliament but

excluded from the powers of the Local Legislatures
LANGroIS

It is subject therefore the latter cannot touch It is

not questioned but that Parliament has the power of

dealing generally with the whole subject It has that

not only under the provisions of the first clause of

section 91 before cited but by section 129 of the Im
penal Act which provides for the continuance of all

laws etc existing at the union subject nevertheless

to be repealed abolished or altered by

the Parliament of Canada or by the Legislature of the

repective Provinces according to the authority of the

Parliament or of that Legislature under this Act

By the terms of the clause just cited all la vs were

continued in force but in regard to the trial of contested

elections to the House of Commons there was no statu

tory provision applicable although such had previously

existed in the several united Provinces The first pre

amble to the Act is as follows Whereas the Provinces

of Canada Nova Scotia and New Brunswick have ex

pressed their desire to be federally united into one

Dominion under the Crown of the United Kingdom

of Great Britain and Ireland with constitution

similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom

and the third preamble alleges the expediency of pro

viding for the constitution of the legislative authority

in the Dominion The conclusion is irresistible from

the suggestions contained in the preambls just re

ferred to and from the whole scope and nieaning of

the Act that it was intended to leave no subject re

quiring legislation unprovided for and that in the

powers given all should be included and in the dis

tribution either Parliament or the Local Legislatures

should deal with every subject This consideration is
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1879 of value when dealing with the present and other cases

VALIN of similarkind

NLO1S The question here is however not strictly one

of conflict of legislation for as to it the Parlia

ment alone has legislated nor is it claimed that

with reference to the subject-matter in question any
Local Legislature could deal nor in refereflce to the

general subject that any legislative prerogative of the

Local Legislatures has been invaded The right of the

Parliament deal with the general subject of the trial

of contested elections is admitted but it is objected

that .in so dealing with it as to give to the Provincial

Courts power try them and in framing the proce

dure it has trenched on the prerogatives of the Local

Legislatures to which were committed the right to deal

with civil rights in the Province and the ad-

ministration of justice in the Province including the

constitution maintenance and organization of Pro

vincial Courts

To determine the point it becomes necessary first to

ascertain the true meaning of the two sub-sections 13

and 14

First then as to civil rights We are told in

some of the judgments to which have referred that

the rights involved in contested elections are not

civil but political rnes and judgment of the Privy

Council is cited ir support of that doctrine

The answer give to that proposition is that although

in France in the Uiu ted States and other countries

political rights are in some regards looked upon as

differing from ordinary civil rights there is no such

distinction ordained In England where civil rights

covers and includes those which the learned judges

call political only have Tead the judgment of the

Privy Council referred to and can find in it no warrant

for the allegation made in regard to it Political
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rights are not mentioned as such but the judgment is 1879

founded on the denial of the right of the Sovereign to

review the judgment of court under local statutes sub-
LANGLOIS

stituting it in the trial of contested elections for the

committee of the Legislative Assembly and vesting in

that court very peculiar jurisdiction which up to

that time had existed in the Legislative Assembly
The judgment so far from distinguishing between

political and civil rights refers to those involved as civil

rights but not ordinary civil rights
The right of the Local Legislatures to legislate as to

civil rights as have before stated is subordinated to

those civil rights not affected by Dominion powers of

legislation and to those in the Province and not includ

ing matters of general character

The 14th section gives local authority to deal with

administration of justice in the Province which

construe to mean the power of legislating for the ad
ministration of justice in the Province in regard to the

subjects given by the Act and to that extent only to

provide for the constitution maintenance and organiz

ation of Provincial Courts including the procedure

necessary for the administration of justice in reference

to those and kindred subjects have not failed to

notice the comprehensiveness of the provision including

as it does procedure in civil matters in those courts

These words hold must be considered with the con

text and with the objects and other provisions of the

Act and common sense and reason suggest how inarti

flcial and incomplete the legislation must be that would

confer unlimited power on the Dominion Parliament to

deal with subject such as the trial of contested elections

and leave the necessary procedure to give effect to its legis

lation to Local Legislatures which one or more might not

enact at all or in such way as to be useless or by such

measures as would in one Province be essentially dif
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1879 ferent from those in others To contend that such was

VALIN intended by the Act would in my opinion be libel

LANGLOIS
on the intelligence of the British Parliament Although

the contention against the right of the Dominion Parlia-

ment to provide for the procedure in contested election

cases would apparently involve the absurdity have

just stated such position could not arise for in cases

where the machinery in the Provincial Courts is defec

tive for the trial of contested elections the Local Legis

lature has clearly no power to supply it The right

therefore to provide for the procedure in contested elec

tion cases is necessary adjunct to the right to legislate

at all in respect to them

Parliament then having as have endeavoured to

maintain plenary powers over the whole subject had

it the power to impose on the Provincial Courts the

duty of trying contested elections

Section 129 of the Imperial Act before mentioned

provides for the continuance of laws as existing at the

union The only law then existing in regard to the trials

of contested elections resulted from the inherent parlia

mentary right of the House of Commons to deal with

them No statute had then been passed to delegate the

authority to committee of the House or any other court

The right of the House of Commons to receive petitions

against the returns of its Members and deal with them

was nevertheless as effectual as any statate could have

made it and was such law as under the provisions of

the latter clause of the section might be repealed

abolished or altered by the Parliament of Canada

By the provisions of that section as well as by the first

clause of section 91 and section 41 the Dominion Par

liament derived full authority to deal with the trial

of contested elections When having so dealt with the

subject no person high or low can violate its legisla

tion Every one is bound by its p1ovisions and pre
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scriptions unless indeed they conflict withthe Imperial 1879

Act by usurping the powers of the Local Legislatures

have shown that the Local Legislatures have no power LNGLo1s

over the subject and therefore in that respect no such

usurpition nor conflict could arise but the contention

is that as the constitution maintenance and organiza

tion of Provincjal Courts with the procedure therein in

civil matters is given by sub-section 14 of section 92 the

Dominion Parliament cannot directly or indirectly add

to their fun ctións or duties or in any way add to the

scope of their jurisdiction cannot draw any such con

clusion from the Imperial Act In the legislation as to the

large majority of the subjects comprised in the 29 specifi

cally and unquestionably given by section 91 to the Do
minion Parliament the power is found of directly

adding to the functions duties and jurisdiction of those

courts and as the power to legislate in regard to con

tested elections is just as fully given by the Imperial

Act why should any distinction be drawn or attempted

The only difference that can discoeris in the manner

in which the power has been given while none appears

in substance

If in one case the power exists why not in the other

If there is no incompatibility in the Provincial Courts

in the one case and none has been found or suggested

am at loss to discover why there should be any in

the other The Local Legislatures even had they the

power have intervened no prohibitory legislation The

courts entertain and adjudicate on all matters presented

to them under the common law and local statutes and

until it is shown that whilst so doing the additional

duty of trying contested elections is incompatible with

their other duties and obligations have no difficulty

in arriving at the conclusion that they are equally

authorized as well as bound by the provisions of the
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1879 Dominion Acts which are in this case objected to as

VALIN ultra vires

LANGLOIS
The Dominion Parliament in the exercise of its

plenary powers had the right to impose the duty in

question the exercise of which as far as have been

able to discover does not in the slightest degree trench

upon the legislative rights of the Local Legislatures or

conflict with the position of those courts in relation to

their duties in regard to the other subjects which by the

constitution the Local Legislatures can impose on thern

By this conclusion effect is given to the spirit and

think also the letter of the Imperial Statute in ques

tion which contrary one would not give do not

forget that under the Imperial Statute the Dominion

Parliament might establish independent tribunals for

the trials of election contests as was done on one occa

sion in Nova Scotia under the Act of 1873 but

although acted as one of the judges of the special

court at that time was not insensible to the objections

which might be raised to such tribunal appointed ad

hoc by the Government of the day to try the merits of

contest between Government supporter and an

opponent To give public satisfaction in such as in all

other cases the judicial tribunal must be free even

from the slightest suspicion of weakness or bias

have been gratified to witness the success that has been

achieved in this respect from the transfer to the ordinary

legal tribunals in England and in this country of the

trial of election contests but at the same time would

not give my sanction to an Act which is ultra vires

am glad theiefore to be able to decide that the one in

question is not so and consequently am of the opinion

the appeal herein should not be allowed and that the

judgment herein of the learned Chief Justice of the

Superior Court of Quebec should be affirmed with

costs
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TASOHEREU
VALIN

Upon the Respondents motion to quash this appeal

am of opiuion that the appeal lies and that this

motion must be dismissed The preliminary objections

would if allowed have been final and conclusive and

have put an end to the petition and the appeal has

been duly filed before the Act of last Session came into

force So that under section ten of the said Act

the appeal stands and the motion to quash must

be dismissed

Upon the abstract question submitted to us in this

case whether the Dominion Controverted Elections Act

of 1874 is ultra vires or not am of opinion that the

said Act is not ultra vires This question has been so

fully and ably discussed not only by my brother judges

who have just delivered their opinions but also in the

Provincial Courts by so many of the learned judges

thereof that any attempt on my part to review all the

points raised in the different causes where the ques
tion has been mooted would not feel throw any
new light on the subject and could not but be as

tedious as of doubtful usefulness will therefore give

as briefly as possible the reasons upon which base my
opinion that the said Dominion Controverted Elections

Act of 1874 is constitutional

It is admitted and is beyond doubt that the Parlia

ment of Canada has the exclusive power of legislation

over Dominion controverted elections By the lex

Parliamentaria as well as by the 41st 91st and 92nd

sectons of the British North America Act this power is

as complete as if it was specially and by name con

tained in the enumeration of the federal powers of

section 91 just as promissory notes Insolvency

are It is also admitted that if this Act of 1874 like

42 Vie chap 39
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1879 the one of 1813 has created new Dominion Court in

VALIN each Province for the trial of controverted elections its

LANGLOIS
legality is unimpeachable The learned chief justice

of the Superior Court of the Province of Quebec whose

judgment is now submitted to us has declared the

Act constitutional and within the powers of the

Dominion Parliament chiefly as it appears to me upon
the ground that such new Dominion Court is virtually

created thereby The Appellant contends that such is not

the caseand that it is upon the Provincial Superior Courts

as they are established that this Act imposes the duties

of trying the Dominion controverted elections He
contends that Parliament had not the power to do this

and has thereby encroached upon the privileges of the

Provincial Legislatures to whom alone he alleges is

given by the British North America Act the right to

legislate upon the administration of justice and the

constitution maintenance and organization of Provin

cial Courts will not consider whether or not the

Controverted Elections Act creates new court in each

Province for the trial of election petitions for me the

question is of no importance as am of opinion that

Parliament had the right to impose this duty upon the

Provincial Courts as they exist say that if it has

created new courts the act is constitutional and this

is admitted but go further and distinctly base my
judgment on the question upon this broader ground

that admitting for the sake of argumentthat it has not

created new courts but has given these trials to the Pro

vincial Courts as they are constituted it had the power
todoso

Great stress is laid by the Appellant in support of his

contention on the 101st section of the British North

America Act by which the Dominion power is autho

rized to create additional courts for the better admin

istration of the laws of the Dominion But do not
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see how that clause can be construed as restricting
1879

in any way the rights which the Dominion power has 1N
under the other parts of the Act This right to create LANG
courts it seems to me is only discretionary power to

be exercised when thought needful or necessary but

not at all obligatory on the Dominion It does not

follow that because it has the right to create new

courts it cannot have resort to the courts already estab

lished for the execution of its laws The Dominion

from 1867 to 1875 did not exercise that power except

in 1873 as regards controverted elections Yet can it

be pretended that from 1867 to 1875 there were no

tribunals to execute each and everyone of the Dominion

laws venture to think that if the Imperial authority had

had the intention to free the local courts from all federal

authority in the manner contended for by the Appellant

they would not have left the Dominion for single

instant without its tribunals and would have created

federal courts by the Act itself or they would

at least have commanded the creation of these courts

and not left it as mere discretionary power do not

see more force in the Appellants contenlion that be

cause in 1873 Parliament created special tribunal for

the trial of election petitions it has granted that such

course was necessary and admitted that it had not the

right to impose this duty on the Provincial Courts

This it seems to me is not an argument at all on the

question First do not see such an admission in the

fact of creating new court It might do so without

admitting that it was obliged to do so and then admit

ting that there was such an admission supposing the

admission even to have been in clear and unequivocal

terms do not see what effect it could have on my
judgment in this case An interpretation by the Par

liament of Canada of the Act is surely not

binding on this or on any court of justice It is for the
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judicial power to decide whether the interpretation put

VALIN on the Constitutional Act by either the Parliament of

LANGLOIS
the Dominion or the Legislatures of the Provinces is

correct or not and it is so whether they read the law as

granting them right or read it as refusing them such

right do not see how court ofjustice can admit

its right to say that the Parliament was wrong
in assuming certain power and at the same time

draw an inference that the Parliament had not this or

any other power simply because it denied to itself that

power In either case whether the Parliament was

right or wrong is to be decided by the courts of justice

Now as to the question itself

In my opinion for the administration of its laws
Parliament can either have recourse to the Provincial

Courts already in existence or create new courts as it

chooses But says the Appellant the administration of

justice including the constitution maintenance and

organization of Provincial Courts in virtue of section

92 sub-section 14 of the Act is vested in the

exclusive powers of the Provincial Legislatures and

under that section the Dominion Parliament cannot in

any way increase or decrease give or take away from

or in any manner interfere with the jurisdiction of the

Provincial Courts This in my opinion is radically

and entirely false and erroneous interpretation of this

sub-section 14 of section 92 of the Act and think that it

is an interpretation altogether opposed to the other parts

as well as to the spirit of the Act and which ifit was to

prevail would lead to serious consequences think that

to decide that the Federal Parliament can never or in any

way add to or take from the jurisdiction of the Provincial

Courts would be curtailing its powers to an extent

perhaps not thought of by the Appellant and that it

would destroy in very large measure the rights and

privileges which are given to the federal power by
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sections 91 and 101 of the Act take for one instance
1879

the criminal law The constitution maintenance and VALu

organization of Provincial Courts of criminal juris- NOIS
diction is given to the Provincial Legislatures as well

as the constitution maintenance and organizationT of

courts of civil jurisdiction yet cannot Parliament in

virtue of section 101 of the Act create new courts of

criminal jurisdiction and enact that all crimes all

offences shall be tried exclusively before these new
courts take this to be beyond controversy

Yet would not that be altering diminishing in fact

taking away all the Provincial Criminal Courts juris

diction

Could not the Parliament as it has done declare that

such and such offences shall be triable before the Courts

of Quarter Sessions or that such and such offences shall

be triable only before the Superior Courts of Criminal

Jurisdiction Can it not alter these laws and say for

instance no larceny under ten pounds shall be tried at

Quarter Sessions Is this mere procedure Does not

that affect the jurisdiction of the courts Cannot

Parliament as it has done authorize in certain cases

change of venue and say for instance that an offence

otherwise triable at Quebec shall be tried at Montreal

How to do so is procedure but the change of venue

itself the taking away from one court the right it had

to try such offence the giving to another court the

right to try such offence does not that affect jurisdiction

Cannot Parliament enact that such an offence heretofore

indictable shall hereafter be tried under the Magis

trates summary jurisdiction or take away from the

Magistrates jurisdiction whatever offence it pleases

Surely all this would affect jurisdiction Yet think

that Parliament has the right to so legislate and order

and as it has been remarked by Mr Justice
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1879 Johnston in Ryan vs Devlin the Parliament can add

new offence to th criminal laws and leave the

LANGLOIS
trial of it to the Provincial Courts It has done so

by the Post-Office Acts by the Banking Acts by
the Railway and Customs Acts by the Blake Act

by the Criminal Acts of 1869 and various other

Acts and it had the right to do so It had the right

and it has done so to make corrupt practices under the

Election Act indictable offences and to enact that such

offences should not be triable at Quarter Sessions It

may amend all these laws and for instance say that

such corrupt practices will be triable at Quarter Ses

sions But says the Appellant Parliament has all these

powers because it has complete and exclusive jurisdic

tion over criminal law and procedure in criminal

matters But may ask him is not its jurisdiction

over the House of Commons controverted elections

and all proceedings incident thereto as complete and

exclusive And if pass to the civil laws that is to

say other laws than the criminal laws see in the

Act many instances where Parliament can alter

the jurisdiction of the Provincial Civil Courts For

instance am of opinion that Parliament can take away
from the Provincial Courts all jurisdiction over bank

ruptcy and insolvency and give that jurisdiction to

Bankruptcy Courts established by such Parliament

also think it clear that Parliament can say for instance

that all judicial proceedings on promissorynotes and

bills of exchange shall be taken before the Exchequer

Court or before any other Federal Court This

would be certainly interfering with the jurisdic

tion of the Provincial Courts But hold that it

has the power to do so quoad all matters within its

authority So it has the power and it has done so by
the Public Works Acts to enact that the monies due on

20 84
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expropriations by the Crown shall be deposited in the 1879

Provincial Courts and to order and regulate how these

courts are to distribute such monies read sub-sect
LANGLOIS

14 of sect 92 of the Act as having no bearing on

the jurisdiction of the courts in the matters not left to

the Provincial Legislatures Strictly speaking and read

by itself without reference to the other parts of the Act

it may not clearly be so restricted but ifthe Appellants

contention was to prevail and his interpretation received

the powers of the Federal Parliament under sections 41

91 101 and others of the Act would not be so complete

as believe the Imperial authority has intended them

to be The authority of the federal power it seems to

me over the matters left under its control is exclusive

full and absolute Whilst as regards at least some of the

matters left to the Provincial Legislatures by sect 92

the authority of these Legislatures cannot be construed

to be as full and exclusive when by such construction

the federal power over matters specially left under its

control would be lessened restrained or impaired For

example civil rights by the letter of sub-sect 13 of

sect 92 are put under the exclusive power of the Local

Legislatures yet this cannot be construed to mean all

civil rights but only those which are not put under

the federal authority by the other parts of the Act

So the administration of justice is given to the Pro

vinces it is true but that cannot be understood to mean

all and everything concerning the administration of

justice Parliament for instance has the right as

have said to establish Bankruptcy Court for Pro

vince yet that would concern the administration of

justice in such Province

If for instance this Controverted Election Act had

been passed before Confederation if when the Con

federation Act came into force the courts had had the

trial of the House of Commons elections can it be
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1879 pretended that Parliament would not have the power

VALIN to take away that jurisdiction from the Provincial

LANGLOIS
Courts and give it to the House of .çomrnons itself or

to any special court created under sWeet 101 of the Act

Yet would that not be interfering with the administra

tion of justice or with the courts in the Provinces

Certainly it would But quoad matter put under its

authority and in that way Parliament has such right

And sect 129 of the Act puts it beyond doubt

in my opinion when it says that all Courts of civil and

criminal jurisdiction in Ontario Quebec Nova Scotia

and New Brunswick existing at the union can be

abolished or altered by the Parliament of Canada or by

the legislature of the respective Province according to

the authority of the Parliament or of that legislature

under the Act

The clause it is true says except as otherwise pro

vided by this Act but fail to see where it is otherwise

provided by the Act so as to affect the question now
before us distinction is made by the Appellant

which seems to me to arise from confusion or miscon

struction of terms The learned chief justice whose

judgment is now before this court is of opinion that

had the House of Cpmmons simply resigned its juris

diction over controverted elections without substituting

any court in its place for trying such elections the

Civil Courts would have been de facto invested with

complete jurisdiction over these election petitions

entirely agree with this opinion The Superior Court

for the Province of Quebec for instance having superior

original jurisdiction over all civil pleas causes and

matters would have had in that case to try these

petitions But says the Appellant that could not be

because the right to sit in the House of Commons is

political right it is not civil right it does not fall

Ch 78
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under civil law The answer to this is it seems to me 1879

easily found The Quebec Statute does not say that the

Superior Court has jurisdiction only in matters falling
LANGLOIS

under the civil law but it says that it has jurisdiction

over all civil pleas causes and matters whatsoever

using clearly as well remarked by Chief Justice

Meredith in this case the terms civil pleas causes

and matters in contradistinction with criminal pleas

causes and matters

It can surely not be pretended that an election peti

tion is criminal plea cause or matter Then it is

civil plea cause or matter It must be the one or the

other do not see why the Appellant speaks of civil

law He cannot find that word once in sect 92 of the

B.N.A Act defining the powers of the Provincial legis

latures doubt if it can be found in the whole Act

Civil rights is the word used Well civil rights some

times with us called the liberties of the subject do

not all arise from the civil law For instance the right

of the subject accused of crime to be tried by hispeers

is civil right yet the exercise of that right falls under

the criminal not the civil law So political right

whatever the Appellant means by these words is civil

right though not an ordinary civil right It is civil

right springing from the public or the constitutional

law
The civil law does not include all the civil rights of

the subject whilst the civil rights of subject include

amongst others the civil law the right to be governed

by that law But enough about civil rights and civil

law they have it seems to me very little to do with

the case supposed which take it depends on what is

meant by the civil jurisdiction of the Superior Court

Now repeat it when the Quebec Statute gives juris

diction to the Superior Court over all civil pleas causes

and matters whatsoever it intends to give it jurisdiction
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1879 over all cases where the means taken to recover or obtain

VIN justice is not criminal proceeding or procedure under

LANGLOIS
the criminal law of the land And say it again an elec

tion petition is not such criminal law proceeding It

seems therefore to me clear that had Parliament aban

doned its privileges over controverted elections without

referring them specially to any court they would have

fallen on the civil courts of ordinary jurisdiction be

cause the trial of political right on an election peti

tions is civil plea cause or matter just as much as the

trial on controverted municipal election for instance

for municipal election like an election for the House

of Commons is not part of the civil law

By renouncing its privileges over the controverted

elections of its members which it is granted they had

right to do the House of Commons has made of

election .petitions and of the trial of these controverted

elections an ordinary civil plea cause or matter which

it would always have been had it not been for these

privileges The Appellant sees another objection to the

proposition that without special legislation upon the

mere giving up of these privileges by the House of

Commons the civil courts would have had to try the

e1ection petitions He says that it would have been

impossible for thc courts of justice in that case to

execute their judgments That does not seem to me to

be an argument If the House of Commons even now
chose to disobey judgment of an election court

do not see how the court could enforce its judgment

of course it cannot be presumed that the House of

Commons will act against the law butthe presumption

would have been the same for what would in that case

have been the law
The last contention of the Appellant is based upon

the words of sub-section 1.4 of the 92nd section of the

Act which give to the Provincial Legislatures
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the exclusive control over procedure in civil matters in 1879

the Provincial Courts Upon this have nothing to

add to what has been said in this case by the learned

Chief Justice of the Quebec Superior Court who held

that these words must be understood to mean proce

dure in civil matters within the powers of the Provincial

Legislatures Section 41 of the Act specially gives to the

federal authority the right to legislate upon the con

troverted elections of the House of Commons and the

proceedings incident thereto Thus the laws made by

Parliament on the proceedings on election petitions

are binding on the Provincial Courts They cannot be

deemed to be an interference with the powers of the

Provincial Legislatures since these legislatures have no

power no control over these proceedings or the prorn

cedure on these petitions

For all these reasons am of opinion that

the judgment appealed from declaring the

Controverted Elections Act of 1874 constitutional is

right and that this appeal must be dismissed with

costs need hardly say that if in myremarks appear

to have had the Province of Quebec more particularly

in view it is because the case submitted to us

comes from that province but my remarks on the

Act must be taken as applying generally

to all the provinces

have only one word to add It has been

said that if this Act is constitutional the

control of the Local Legislatures over the Provincial

Courts is reduced to very small compass Well in

the first place do not think so then may call the

attention of those who should be inclined to think too

much of the powers of the local legislatures under our

Constitutional Act over the Courts of Justice to the

fact that by simply refusing to name and pay the judges

the federal atthority can when it pleases virtually
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1879 abolish any of the Superior Courts in any of the Pro

vinces or can control any changes in the constitution

and Organization of these courts which the Local Legis
LANGLIS

latures would be inclined to enact as regards the num
ber of their judges Yet by the strict letter of sub

sect 14 of sect 92 of the Act the constitution

and organization of these courts is put under the ex

clusive power of these Local Legislatures This again

shows that this clause cannot be read by itself and that

for sound interpretation of its terms the whole Act

must be taken into consideration

GWYNNE

concur in the Opinibn of the learned Chief Justice

Meredith to the effect that the 13th and 48th sections

of the act constitute the court for trial of the election

petitions separate and distinct court from the courts

of superior jurisdiction in the provinces The 67th

section of the act supports this view and by force of

the 3rd section which declares that in the act and for

the purposes thereof the expression the court shall

mean not only the courts of superior -jurisdiction after

named but also any of the judges thereof whenever

judge sits in matter arising under the act he sits as

court constituted by the act but it is by no means

necessary as it appears to me for the determination of

this case that these points should be established so to

be

It cannot in my opinion admit of doubt that the

Dominion Parliament can in respect of all matters

within their control impose judicial duties upon the

judges of the superior courts in the several provinces

in excess of those exercised by them in the discharge of

their ordinary functions and their so doing constitutes

no invasion of -the rights of the local legislatures
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am of opinion also that it is incorrect to speak of 1879

the transfer by the Dominion Parliament of the right VALIN

to hear and determine all questions arising upon elec-
LANGLCIs

tion petitions to the courts of superior original civil

jurisdiction existing in the several provinces as consti

tuting an enlargement of the jurisdiction of those courts

in the sense of being an interference with the special

jurisdiction given by the British North America Act to

the local legislatures to constitute and organize pro

vincial courts Such transfer is but the adding an

additional subject to those entertained by the courts in

the exercise of their ordinary jurisdiction and which

subject the exclusive jurisdiction of the House of Com
mons over it being removed fell naturally within the

competency of courts of superior and original civil

jurisdiction to entertain from the very nature of their

instilution as courts of original jurisdiction And

finally am of opinion that the prescribing the manner

in which the jurisdiction so transferred shall be exerised

that is to say prescribing the procedure to be adopted

constitutes no invasion of nor any interference what

ever with the powers and jurisdiction conferred by the

British North America Act upon the local legislatures

Upon these latter points should not have thought

it necessary to add anything to what fell from me in

the Niagara case in the Court of Common Pleas in

Ontario ifit was not for the disapproval of that judg
ment expressed by several of the learned judges in the

other provinces before whom the same question has

arisen The objections urged to that judgment are that

the trial of an election petition is not civil matter at all

that the rights thereby brought in question are not civil

rights at all that in contradistinction they are purely

political rights and matters That the Courts of supe
nor original civil jurisdiction even in England would

29 268
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1879 not have competency to entertain or assume jurisdiction

VALIN in these mattters as was suggested in the judgment

LANGLOIS
they would have if the Parliament had passed an act

merely abandoning on behalf of the House of Commons
the exclusive jurisdiction it had asserted and maintained

over the subject matter

With the greatest respect for the opinions of those

learned judges with whom have the misfortune to

differ am unable to see that right is less civil

right because it is connected with that particular part

of our civil polity which relates to the protection of the

citizen in his rights arising out of our system of par

liamentary representation The right to offer oneself

as candidatethe right to be placed on the voters

listthe right to votethe right in fact to enjoy

political rights are all admitted in one of the judg

ments to which refer to be civil rights and so

presume the wrongful assertion of or the interference

with the rightful exercise of any of these rights is

civil wrong

If the right to offer oneself as candidate be civil

right the right of qualified candidate to exclude

disqualified one must surely be equally so and so must

likewise be the right to exclude person from voting

who has not the legal qualification or having it has

corruptly sold it For my part cannot permit myself

to doubt that to return as elected person not qualified

by law or who has not in fact had majority of legal

votes is civil wrong or that ex convrso the right of

legally qualified candidate to enjoy the fruits of his

candidature and to take the position to which he has

been legally elected and to call in question all
illegal

votes and to exclude from the position to which he has

legally been elected person who has wrongfully been

returned as elected is civil right and these are the

rights which form the subject of enquiry upon an elec
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tion petition But it is said that we are concluded by 1879

authority and that the Privy Council in Eugland by VALI

their judgment in Laizdry vs ThØberge has clearly LANGLO1

and fully pronounced these rights to be political and

not civil

There is nothing in that case in my judgment to

support this contention The question there was whe
ther the Quebec Controverted Elections Acts of 1872 and

1875 which enacted that judgment upon the trial of

controverted elections rendered by the authorities to

which those acts transferred the right of trying such

cases should not be susceptible of appeal ousted the

prerogative jurisdiction of the Privy Council in appeal

And the court held that the appeal was well taken

away upon the ground that as these acts dealt not

with mere ordinary civil rights and privileges but

with rights and privileges of peculiar character

namely the rights and privileges not only of candi

dates but of electors and of members of the Legislative

Assembly which rights have always inevery colony

following the example of the Mother Country been

jealousy guarded by the Legislative Assembly in com

plete independence of the Crown it was quite compe
tent for the legislature to delegate the authority formerly

exclusively exercised by the Legislative Assembly to

Her Majestys courts of civil jurisdiction or to any of

the judges thereof to the exelusion of all appeal to the

Crown in Council the court saying

It would be singular if the determination of these cases in the

last resort should no longer belong to the Legislative Assembly nor

to the court which the Legislative Assembly had put in its place but

belonged to the Crown in Council

There is not word here about the rights dealt with

not being civil rights nor anything from which it

can be collected that the Privy Council was of opinion

App Cases 102
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1879 they were not There is no contrast whatever made or

alluded to as between civil and political rights

LNGLO1S
but there is as it appears to me contrast plainly

enough drawn between mere ordinary civil rights as to

which question could fairly arise as to the power of

provincial legislature to exclude the right of appeal

and those peculiar civil rights over which the Legisla

tive Assembly in imitation of the British House of

Commons has asserted and maintained exclusive con

trol in complete independence of the Crown which

exclusive control it was held to be competent for the

Legislature to delegate and to assert for the substituted

authority equal independence of the Crown
The Parliament having transferred this subject over

which the House of Commons formerly exercised exclu

sive control to the cognizance of civIl tribunals seem

to me if it were necessary to appeal to such an argu

ment to indicate that they entertained no doubt that

the rights over which control was so transferred were

civil rights for it is the pride of our constitution to

kee.p our civil courts and the judges thereof aloof from

all interference in tpolitical subjects and discussions

and it is scarcely to be conceived that the parliament

would transfer the investigation of those rights from

the political to civil tribunal if it had thought that

the subject matter placed under the cognizance of the

civil tribunal did not involve any enquiry into civil

rights

In support of the proposition that courts of original

jurisdiction even those courts in England could not

assume or exercise jurisdiction of the rights in question

even though Parliament should by an Act of Parlia

ment merely abandon and disavow all exclusive and

every jurisdiction of the House of Commons over the

subject matter Rowlands manual of the constitution

has been referred to The following extract however
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from that work in which the author gives an account 1879

of the manner in which the exclusive control of the

House of Commons was assumed asserted and vindi

cated until it became embodied in the constitution

seems to me to lead rather to contrary conclusion He

says at pp 2034-5

The power to decide in controverted elections was exercised by

the Crown up to the reign of James First In his first Parliament

the Commons entered into contest with him asserting their own

right to decide upon election returns James convoked the Parliament

by Royal Proclamation in which he admonished the electors that

the Knights for the counties should be selected out of the principal

Knights or gentlemen of sufficient ability and for Burgesses that

choice he made of men of sufficiency and discretion He commanded

that express care be taken that there be not chosen any bankrupts

or outlawed but such only as were taxed to the subsidies and had

ordinarily paid and satisfied them That sheriffs do not direct any

precepts to ruined and decayed boroughs and that the inhabitants

of cities and boroughs do hot seal any blanks leaving to others to

insert the names but do make open and free elections according to

law He notified that all returns should be brought into chancery

there to be filed of record and if any be found contrary to the procla

mation they were to be rejected as unlawful and insufficient and the

city or borough was to be fined for the same and if it be found that

they had committed any gross or wilful default or contempt in their

election return or certificate that then their liberties were to be

seized into his hands and forfeited If any person take upon himself

the place of knight citizen or burgess not being duly elected

returned and sworn then every person so offending to be fined and

imprisoned for the same

The Commons lost no time after the meeting of Parliament in

questioning the right assumed by the king in his proclamation to have

the returns of members decided in chancery

Sir Francis Goodwin was elected for Bucks but his return was

refused by the Clerk of the Crown because he was outlawed On

second election Sir Fortescue was elected motion was made in

the House that return be examined and Goodwin be received as

member The Clerk of the Crown attended at the bar by order of the

House with the return and the House resolved after debate that

Goodwin was lawfully elected and returned The Clerk of the Crown

was ordered to file the first return and Goodwin took the oath of

supremacy anhis seat
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1879 The Lords desired conference which the Commons declined and

VALIN
sent message that in no sort should they give accOunt to the Lords

of their proceedings

LNaLoIS The Lords replied that acquainting His Majesty with the return

His Highness conceived himself engaged and touched in honor that

there might be some conference of it between the two Houses

Upon this message so extraordinary and unexpected the House

appointed committee to consider what should be delivered to His

Majesty and through the Speaker the House represented to the

King that the Sheriff was no judge of the outlawry neither could take

noice it was the same man and therefore could not properly

return him outlawed The King reminded the Commons that he

had no purpose to impeach their privilege The difficulty was after

considerable discussion solved on conference held in the Kings

presence and by his command with the judges who conceding that

the Commons was court of record and judge of returns although

not exclusively of the chancery suggested that both Goodw in and

Fortescue should be set aside and new writ be issued

This compromise was joyfully accepted by the Commons and no

attempt was afterwards made to dispute their exclusive jurisdiction

over the returns of their members

Now the House of Commons having in this manner

as court of record and as compromise with the

Kings courts acquired the jurisdiction it assumed

until in 1770 by the Grenville Act the jurisdiction was

conferred by the legislature upon committee of 11

members can it be doubted that if the British Parlia

ment should pass an act of Parliameiit whereby upon

behalf of and in the name of the House of Commons it

should abandon abjure and disavdw all further control

over the return of its members the right to enquire

into those returns would revert to the Kings courts

With great deference think there can be no doubt

that it would and am of opinion that under like

act of the Dominion Parliament the courts of superior

original jurisdiction in the several provinces of the Do
minion would from the nature of their institution as

courts of original jurisdiction have the like power and

therefore these courts had competency to accept cog

nizance of the matter
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In fine entertain no doubt that the right to enquire 1879

into the legalityof the returns of members of the House I$IN

of Commons not relating to matter over which any N0IS
jurisdiction is conferred upon the local legislatures but

to civil rights which by the constitution were wholly

under the exclusive jurisdiction of the House of Com

mons it was competent for Parliament to transfer to

the civil tribunals in the several provinces having supe

rior original jurisdiction cognizance of all rights arising

out of election petitions and that so doing constitutes

no invasion of or encroachment whatever upon the

rights conferred upon the local legislatures and that

inasmuch as parliament may transfer such cognizance

absolutely it may do so qualifiedly or sub modo by de

fining the mode in which the cognizance shall be

exercised which by prescribing the mode of procedure

is what has been done Neither is such prescribing of

the mode of procedure an invasion of or encroachment

upon the rights of the local legislatures for the 14th

sub-section of sec 92 of the British North America Act

must plainly be read as conferring upon the local legis

latures the right to prescribe procedure in civil matters

only in respect of these matters which by the 13th sub

section were placed under the exclusive control of the

local legislatures

To hold that the local legislatures could prescribe or

in any respect interfere with the manner in which

matter over which they have no jurisdiction whatever

shall be conducted or enquired into involves in my
opinion manifest contradiction in terms am of

opinion therefore that the act is not in any particular

ultra vires and that the appeal which calls in question

its validity should be dismissed with costs

Appeal dismissed with costs

Solicitor for Appellant Cyrias Felletier

Solicitor for Respondant Jean Langlois


